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We review theories of Asymmetric Dark Matter (ADM), their cosmological impli-
cations and detection. While there are many models of ADM in the literature, our
review of existing models will center on highlighting the few common features and
important mechanisms for generation and transfer of the matter-anti-matter asym-
metry between dark and visible sectors. We also survey ADM hidden sectors, the
calculation of the relic abundance for ADM, and how the DM asymmetry may be
erased at late times through oscillations. We consider cosmological constraints on
ADM from the cosmic microwave background, neutron stars, the Sun, and brown
and white dwarves. Lastly, we review indirect and direct detection methods for
ADM, collider signatures, and constraints.
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4I. MOTIVATION: WHAT IS ASYMMETRIC DARK MATTER?
The dark matter (DM) and baryon abundances are very close to each other observa-
tionally: ρDM/ρB ≈ 5 [1]. In the standard Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP)
paradigm, however, these quantities are not a priori related to each other. The DM density
in the WIMP freeze-out paradigm is fixed when the annihilation rate drops below the Hubble
expansion [2, 3]:
n(Tfo)〈σannv〉 < H(Tfo), (1)
where Tfo is the temperature when DM annihilation freezes-out, n(Tfo) is the DM number
density, and 〈σannv〉 is a thermally averaged annihilation cross-section. Thus the macroscopic
quantity of the DM number density in the universe today is related to the microscopic
quantity of the annihilation cross-section. On the other hand in baryogenesis [4–6], the
baryon density is set by CP-violating parameters and out-of-equilibrium dynamics (such as
order of the electroweak phase transition) associated with baryon number violating processes.
Since the quantities setting the baryon density and the DM density are unrelated to each
other in these scenarios, it seems surprising that the observed energy densities are so close to
each other. While it is possible that this is an accident, or that this ratio is set anthropically,
dynamics may also play a role. The theory of DM may, in fact, tie the DM density to the
baryon density.
The connection between the DM and baryon densities arises naturally when the DM has
an asymmetry in the number density of matter over anti-matter similar to baryons.1 The
DM density is then set by its asymmetry, which can be directly connected to the baryon
asymmetry, rather than by its annihilation cross-section. Thus we have
nX − nX¯ ∼ nb − nb¯, (2)
where nX , nX¯ are the DM and anti-DM number densities, and nb, nb¯ are the baryon and
anti-baryon asymmetries. The asymmetry is approximately one part in 1010 in comparison
1 In some theories connecting the DM and baryon densities, the DM does not have a matter-anti-matter
asymmetry. Even though the DM is not asymmetric in these cases, we discuss these models in this review
where appropriate.
5to the thermal abundance, since
η ≡ nB
nγ
=
nb − nb¯
nγ
≈ 6× 10−10, (3)
with the last relation being obtained most precisely from Cosmic Microwave Background
(CMB) data [7]. Since ρDM/ρB ∼ 5, the relation of Eq. 2 suggests mX ∼ 5mp ' 5 GeV.
The natural asymmetric DM mass may differ from this value by a factor of a few due to the
details of the model.2 Furthermore, since this scale is not far from the weak scale, in some
models the DM mass may be related to weak scale dynamics, reducing the question of why
the baryon and DM densities are close to each other to the question of why the weak scale
is close to the QCD confinement scale. In other models, the DM mass scale is set by the
proton mass scale itself.
The idea that the DM and baryon asymmetries might be related to each other dates
almost from the time of the WIMP paradigm itself [8, 9]. The initial motivation for a
DM asymmetry was to solve the solar neutrino problem, by accumulating DM that affects
heat transport in the Sun, as pointed out by [10]. The subsequent development of DM
models with an asymmetry focused on electroweak sphalerons to relate the baryon and
DM asymmetries [11–15], though such models usually involve electroweak charged DM, and
have become highly constrained by both LEP and the LHC. In other cases decay mechanisms
were utilized [16, 17]. The Asymmetric Dark Matter (ADM) paradigm [18] provided a robust
framework to relate the baryon and DM number densities via higher dimension operators;
it encompasses many realizations and easily evades all experimental constraints. With this
paradigm as a sound and flexible framework, significant activity and development of ADM
models and phenomenology ensued. This development is the subject of this review. More
generally, the ADM mechanism3 works as follows.
2 This natural relationship is broken in two instances. First, if DM-number violating process creating the
DM asymmetry decouples (at a temperature TD) after the DM becomes non-relativistic, in which case
there is a Boltzmann suppression in the asymmetry which scales as e−mX/TD , where mX is the DM mass.
Thus the DM can be much heavier than 5 GeV. Second, if the DM and baryon setting mechanism yields
very different asymmetries in the visible and dark sectors, the DM may be much heavier or lighter than
5 GeV. We will review models that realize both cases, with the former occurring most prominently in
sphaleron models, and the latter occurring most prominently in decay models.
3 While the name “Asymmetric Dark Matter” was introduced in [18] to describe the higher dimension
operator models proposed there, we use the name “ADM” in this review to describe all models where the
dark matter density is set via its chemical potential.
61. An asymmetry is created in the visible and/or dark sectors. The asymmetry may
be created via standard baryo- or lepto-genesis, and then communicated to the DM
sector; it may be generated in the DM sector and then transferred to the baryons
and leptons in the visible sector; or, a baryon and DM asymmetry may be generated
simultaneously.
2. The process which communicates the asymmetry between sectors decouples, separately
freezing in the asymmetry in the visible and dark sectors.
3. If the dark sector was thermalized in the process of asymmetry generation, the sym-
metric abundance (which is 1010 times larger than the asymmetric component, since
the cosmological baryon asymmetry is η ≈ 6× 10−10) must efficiently annihilate away.
By analogy with the Standard Model (SM) sector, the most efficient way this is done
is via annihilation to force carriers. For example, e+e− annihilates to photons until
only the component fixed by the baryon asymmetry remains. In the presence of light
dark forces, a similar process occurs for DM, though other mechanisms (such as higher
dimension operators) may also be at work.
These steps will provide a basic framework for understanding and reviewing models of ADM.
There are many paths to creating this cosmological history via a particle physics model.
However most of these paths fall into a few categories, under asymmetry transfer and genera-
tion. Transfer mechanisms work hand-in-hand with existing baryo- or lepto-genesis scenarios,
taking an existing primordial asymmetry in baryons or leptons and communicating it to the
DM sector. These transfer mechanisms fall, in general terms, into two categories:
• electroweak sphalerons, and
• higher dimension and renormalizable interactions.
In addition, ADM models also have important implications for generation of the asymmetry.
These fall into two categories.
• Simultaneous generation of baryon and DM asymmetries, which we call cogenesis.
Cogenesis may occur via modifications to existing lepto- or baryo-genesis scenarios,
that incorporate concurrent DM asymmetry generation, such as out-of-equilibrium
decay, the Affleck-Dine mechanism [19], or electroweak baryogenesis.
7• Asymmetry generation in the DM sector, which is then communicated via one of the
two transfer mechanisms. We call this mechanism darkogenesis. The asymmetry can
be generated in the DM sector by models that mimic some of the successful features
of existing baryogenesis scenarios, like electroweak baryogenesis [4, 6] or spontaneous
baryogenesis [20, 21].
There are many models in the literature that realize these mechanisms. Our aim in this
review is to illuminate the common features and important mechanisms of ADM models. We
only detail particular models when its purpose is to illustrate a general mechanism, though
we have provided the reader a complete (to our knowledge) list of references to ADM models
for further study. We refer the reader to [22, 23] for other reviews.
The outline of this review is as follows. In the next two sections we overview the basic
mechanisms for transferring (Sec. II) or generating (Sec. III) an asymmetry (step 1 above).
We will explain how the decoupling process (step 2 above) happens naturally in each class of
models, from electroweak sphalerons to higher dimension operators, to decay models. Next,
in Sec. IV, we consider how the thermal symmetric abundance of DM may be removed by
annihilation to SM states or to dark states, including dark forces, in the hidden sector (step
3 above). We review how the standard thermal freeze-out calculation is modified in the
presence of an asymmetry. This leads naturally to a discussion of dark hidden sectors in
Sec. V, and how the dynamics in the DM sector sets mass scales and densities, giving rise
in many cases to highly non-trivial dynamics. Even if the DM is asymmetric in the early
universe, the asymmetry can be washed out late in the history of the universe; we review
how this occurs in Sec. VI.
Having laid out the general framework for ADM we turn to discussing the constraints on
ADM. In Sec. VII we discuss astrophysical objects such as neutron stars and the impact of
ADM on the evolution of the Sun. We then focus on observation of ADM through direct
and indirect detection experiments in Sec. VIII. Lastly in Sec. IX we review collider and
flavor constraints, focusing on extended cascade decay chains in supersymmetry, on displaced
vertices, and on their connection to flavor physics.
8II. MECHANISMS FOR SHARING A PRIMORDIAL DARK OR BARYON
ASYMMETRY
Existing classes of ADM utilize two distinct mechanisms for sharing the asymmetry be-
tween sectors.
The first class makes use of baryon (B) and lepton (L) number violation via non-
perturbative field configurations, or sphalerons. Electroweak sphalerons are well-known to
violate B and L but conserve B−L. In sphaleron transfer models, the DM has a global sym-
metry, D, like B, L, which is conserved in the classical Lagrangian. Electroweak sphalerons
may, however, violate D if D has a chiral anomaly under SU(2). This is exactly analogous
to the way electroweak sphalerons violate B and L in the SM. DM number then freezes-in
when the electroweak sphalerons decouple. Because of the need to extend the electroweak
content of the SM, these models are often subject to severe precision electroweak constraints.
Sphaleron models can, however, be extended to include a new gauge group under which D,
as well as B or L, is instead anomalous, alleviating precision electroweak constraints.
The second class naturally evades precision electroweak constraints by making use of
higher dimension operators to transfer a primordial chemical potential in either the visible
or DM sectors. The transfer mechanism explicitly relates the B and L asymmetries to
the DM asymmetry via the interactions through the higher dimension operator. When
the operator decouples as the universe cools, asymmetries freeze in separately in each sector.
Renormalizable interactions have also been employed, especially when the DM and/or visible
sectors are extended to include additional fields. In this case the interaction decouples as the
new heavy particles become integrated out, making a natural connection between models
with higher dimension and renormalizable interactions.
We now review these two classes of models for asymmetry transfer.
A. Sphalerons
The DM particle (which we will call X throughout this review) carries a global Dark
number D analogous to baryon and lepton number, B and L. The associated U(1)D global
symmetry may be violated via sphalerons. We consider first the case that electroweak
sphalerons, as e.g. in technicolor models [11, 14, 15, 24–28], distribute an asymmetry between
9DM, baryon and lepton number.
By computing the divergence of the baryon, lepton and DM numbers from
∂µj
µ =
Ng2
64pi2
µνρσF aµνF
a
ρσ, (4)
with N SU(2) doublets, one can determine which linear combinations of B, L and D are
violated by the electroweak sphalerons. For fields carrying D, this divergence is, as usual,
proportional to a trace (over all fields carrying SU(2) and D which can contribute to the
anomaly) of the SU(2) generators:
tr
[
τaτ bD
]
=
1
2
δab
∑
i
Di, (5)
where τa, τb are the SU(2) generators, and Di is the U(1)D charge of ith particle carrying
SU(2) in the theory. If this sum is non-vanishing, D is violated by the electroweak sphalerons.
With Ng generations carrying B and L, and NX DM electroweak doublets, by computing
the anomalies of B, L and D with SU(2), one finds that the sphaleron carries B = Ng/2,
L = Ng/2 and D = NX/2. As a result, sphalerons violate B+L+
NX
Ng
D, while they conserve
I1 = B − L and I2 = B − NgNXD. For example, an early concrete model [13] introduced a
fourth generation, with the quark sector of the fourth generation mixing with the SM quarks,
but the leptonic fourth generation having an exactly conserved D symmetry that is enforced
by no mixing with the SM sector. In this case I2 = B − 4D is conserved, and as a result
ΩB/ΩDM = 4mp/mX , (6)
where mX is the mass of the DM, so that the DM is not much heavier than the proton.
Since the DM is part of an SU(2) multiplet, the Z can decay to the DM. The DM may
also scatter through the Z in direct detection experiments, which leads to scattering cross-
sections ∼ 10−39 cm2. Direct detection experiments and the invisible Z width thus rule out
the simplest version of this model.
On the other hand, one can use Boltzmann statistics and D violation through the
sphalerons to allow for a DM mass above mZ/2, evading the Z-pole constraints while still
being consistent with ρDM/ρB ∼ 5. In particular, if the DM becomes non-relativistic while
sphalerons are still in thermal equilibrium, its number density is suppressed with respect to
the natural scale by a factor [11, 12]
f(x) =
3
2pi2
∫ ∞
0
y2dy
cosh2 1
2
√
y2 + x2
, (7)
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Figure 1: left: ρDM/ρB versus the DM mass to DM-number violation decoupling temperature
ratio, mX/TD. This plot is designed to illustrate how Boltzmann statistics with mX/TD > 1
can suppress the DM energy density, giving rise to the observed ρDM/ρB even for heavy DM
mass. For decoupling of DM number violation at 200 GeV, the DM must be at least 2 TeV. From
[29]. right: In the absence of a large DM density suppression from a large DM to decoupling
temperature ratio, cancellations in the sphaleron conserved quantities B − L and B − 3D can be
used to achieve the correct density. The dashed, solid and dot-dashed (red, blue, green) lines
correspond to ΩDM/ΩB = (1, 5, 25), with mX/TD = 0.25 and DM mass mX = 200 GeV. From [30].
with x = M∗/TD and M∗ the DM mass at the temperature TD where the electroweak
sphalerons become inactive. In this case, the ratio of DM to baryon densities is ΩDM/Ωb =
f(x)mXD/mpB. For the case where B and D are equal, mX/TD is shown in Fig. 1 with
M∗ = mX . Since TD is typically on the order of 200 GeV, this implies that the DM mass must
be about 2 TeV, and hence its mass cannot be generated by the Higgs vacuum expectation
value alone. Either the DM mass is generated primarily through some additional mechanism
(such as the confinement of a technicolor gauge group), or one makes use of a cancellation
between B, L and D that lowers the DM number density.
To determine how a cancellation can occur in some cases, a standard calculation (which
is reviewed in the appendix) [31] is carried out on chemical potentials. Interactions give
relations between the chemical potentials and U(1)em enforces electric neutrality. For exam-
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ple, for the case that the DM is a bound state of two SU(2) and electrically charged ±1/2
constituents, each of which have D = 1/2, one finds [30]
B =
(36f(x) + 4f(x)2)I1 + (17 + 2f(x))I2
17 + 113f(x) + 13f(x)2
(8)
L =
−(17 + 77f(x) + 9f(x)2)I1 + (17 + 2f(x))I2
17 + 113f(x) + 13f(x)2
(9)
D = f(x)
(36f(x) + 4f(x))I1 − (111 + 132f(x))I2
51 + 339f(x) + 39f(x)2
. (10)
The resulting ratio of energy densities (when f(x) ≈ 1) is
ΩDM
ΩB
' 36I1 − 111I2
51I2
mX
mp
. (11)
The cancellation between I1 and I2 to obtain the observed density, when mX/mp is quite
large, is shown in Fig. (1), where it is seen that some tuning between I1 and I2 is necessary
in order to obtain ΩDM/ΩB ≈ 5.
Electroweak precision tests generally place strong constraints on models where the asym-
metry is generated via sphalerons. The reason is that S and T parameters strongly constrain
additional electroweak states with chiral masses (see e.g. [32]), and in order to generate an
asymmetry in the dark sector via electroweak sphalerons, the DM must have chiral masses.
For example, the theory with a pure vector mass for the DM, mXX¯X, with X and X¯ funda-
mentals of SU(2) but carrying opposite D number, has no electroweak anomaly and hence
does not couple to sphalerons.
On the other hand one need not use electroweak sphalerons to transfer an asymmetry
between sectors. A new gauge group G can be introduced under which both DM number D
and B and/or L are anomalous. This also allows one to easily evade precision electroweak and
collider constraints on matter charged under SU(2)L, while still providing for a mechanism
to share the asymmetry between visible and dark sectors. This mechanism was employed,
for example, in [33], where the initial asymmetry was generated in L via leptogenesis and
then transferred via a new gauged horizontal symmetry SU(2)H , under which B, L and
D are anomalous, while B − L − D is conserved. A new anomalous dark gauge group G
was also employed in [34, 35], though in that case the asymmetry was generated from the
out-of-equilibrium dynamics associated with a phase transition breaking G, by analogy with
electroweak baryogenesis. The asymmetry is then transferred to the visible and DM sectors
via decay of heavy states that obtained asymmetries via the phase transition for G.
12
In the next section we review the second mechanism for sharing the asymmetry between
sectors that is automatically free from constraints on electroweak sphaleron mediated models.
B. Higher Dimension Operators and Renormalizable Interactions
All of the issues with electroweak sphaleron mediated ADM transfer mechanisms can
be evaded if the transfer mechanism involves no SM quantum numbers. The basic idea is
to write down an interaction between B − L in the SM and the global DM number, D.
Rapid scatterings through the interaction, inducing chemical equilibrium between the DM
and SM, will cause an asymmetry in B − L to be shared with the DM. The precise nature
of the interaction will determine how large the DM asymmetry is in comparison to the
B−L asymmetry. At low temperatures the asymmetry sharing interactions must decouple,
otherwise the asymmetry in the DM will be washed-out through the same interactions that
created it.
A natural way for both the transfer and decoupling to occur is via higher dimension
operators [18], schematically shown in Fig. 2. A heavy field mediates the interaction, which
is shown as a barrier between the visible and dark sectors in Fig. 2. At high temperatures,
this barrier is not visible to the interactions, and the asymmetry is freely shared between the
two sectors. As the temperature in the early universe drops, the barrier becomes visible, and
the interactions through the heavy mediator decouple, separately freezing in an asymmetry
in each of the two sectors.
On the SM side, the basic ingredient of the interactions as utilized in [18] is combinations
of SM fields that carry no gauged SM quantum numbers, but carry B − L:
OB−L = ucdcdc, q`dc, ``ec, `Hu, (12)
where uc, dc, ec are right-handed anti-quarks and charged leptons, q, ` are left-handed quark
and lepton doublets, and Hu is the up-type Higgs. These operators can communicate their
baryon or lepton chemical potential to DM fields via interactions with dark sector fields that
carry DM number D. The simplest combination of DM fields, X, is simply an operator
carrying n units of D number:
OD = Xn. (13)
13
In these models, since it carries no SM quantum numbers, the DM is quite unconstrained
by the usual searches for new states (notably at colliders) and so can be quite light. Thus
no Boltzmann suppression via Eq. (7) is needed.
By positing an interaction between OB−L and OD, the non-zero chemical potential in
one sector is shared with the other sector. Thus for example, we can write an interaction
between the operators [18]
W =
ODOB−L
Mm+n−3
, (14)
where m is the dimension of OB−L. Here we have written the interaction through a super-
potential W since these models were originally realized in the context of supersymmetry,
though the theory need not be supersymmetric. The lowest dimension operators in the
supersymmetric theory take the form
W =
Xucdcdc
M
,
Xq`dc
M
,
``ec
M
, yXLH. (15)
The higher dimension operators can be implemented in the context of Grand Unified Theories
[36] or in string theory [37]. An operator similar to LHX2 was also implemented in [38, 39].
One can re-phrase this discussion about interactions in terms of symmetries. We take a
convention where OD has charge +1 under D. When the interactions are rapid in the early
universe, ODOB−L explicitly breaks B − L and D down to an exact, diagonal B − L + D.
When the interactions decouple, B − L and D symmetries are each separately restored,
freezing in the B − L and D numbers separately.
To determine the exact relation between the DM and baryon asymmetries, one must do
a calculation that depends on the details of how the interaction decouples, as well as the
spectrum of particles. In addition to the B − L and D violation through the interaction
of Eq. 14, electroweak sphalerons violate B + L, which must be included as part of the
calculation. The relative abundance of D, B and L depends on linear chemical equilibrium
equations, which can be easily solved using the methods outlined in [31], and which we
review in appendix A. The results depend on whether the operator Eq. (14) decouples above
or below the electroweak phase transition, since the equations being solved change (see the
appendix for details). If OB−L carries B−L number p, and the operator decouples above the
electroweak phase transition when all minimal supersymmetric SM (MSSM) and X particles
14
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Affleck-Dine Cogenesis
Clifford Cheung1, 2 and Kathryn M. Zurek3
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We propose a novel framework in which the observed baryon and dark matter abundances are
simultaneously generated via the Affleck-Dine mechanism. In its simplest realization, Affleck-Dine
cogenesis is accomplished by a single superpotential operator and its A-term counterpart. These
operators explicitly break B − L and X, the dark matter number, to the diagonal B − L +X. In
the early universe these operators stabilize supersymmetric flat directions carrying non-zero B − L
and X, and impart the requisite CP violation for asymmetry generation. Because B − L + X is
preserved, the resulting B − L and X asymmetries are equal and opposite, though this precise
relation may be relaxed if B − L and X are violated separately by additional operators. Our dark
matter candidate is stabilized by R-parity and acquires an asymmetric abundance due to its non-
zero X number. For a dark matter mass of order a few GeV, one naturally obtains the observed
ratio of energy densities today, ΩDM/ΩB ∼ 5. These theories typically predict macroscopic lifetimes
for the lightest observable supersymmetric particle as it decays to the dark matter.
I. INTRODUCTION
The existence of the baryon asymmetry and dark mat-
ter (DM) are key pieces of evidence for physics beyond
the standard model (SM). In particular, the SM pro-
vides neither enough CP violation to generate the ob-
served baryon asymmetry nor a viable DM candidate.
On the other hand, supersymmetry can accommodate
both, albeit through unrelated mechanisms. The baryon
asymmetry is set by new CP violating phases and out of
equilibrium dynamics, while the DM density arises from
thermal freeze out.
In this paper we unify the production of baryon and
DM number through a simple extension of the Affleck-
Dine mechanism [1, 2] which exploits the fact that super-
symmetric flat directions can also carry DM number. In
particular, we consider a setup with the usual U(1)B−L
symmetry carried by MSSM fields and a U(1)X symme-
try carried by additional states which we refer to col-
lectively as the DM sector. Typically, there exists an
operator
OB−LOX , (1)
where OB−L and OX are gauge invariant products of
chiral superfields which carry B − L and X number, re-
spectively. In general, we are interested in operators of
the form
OB−L = LHu, LLEc, QLDc, U cDcDc, (2)
which have charge −1 under U(1)B−L, while we choose
X charges such that OX has charge +1 under U(1)X . In
this convention, OB−LOX explicitly breaks B−L and X
number down to an exact, diagonal B − L+X number.
As in canonical AD, inflation induces supersymmetry
breaking effects proportional to the Hubble parameter
which can efficiently drive 〈B − L〉 and 〈X〉 to non-zero
values in the early universe. As the universe cools, these
operators become ineffective and the vacuum settles to
the present day B−L and X preserving minimum. Dur-
ing this transition, the A-term counterpart of the opera-
tor in Eq. (1) enters into the scalar potential and induces
a “torque” on the phases of the complex scalar fields.
This A-term provides the required CP violation needed
to generate B−L and X asymmetries. Because the the-
ory preserves B − L + X , the resulting asymmetry has
vanishing B − L+X number, so
− nB−L = nX $= 0. (3)
Since the baryon and DM asymmetries are produced si-
multaneously, we refer to this mechanism as AD “coge-
nesis.” The relation in Eq. (3) can be modified in the
presence of additional operators which separately violate
B − L and X .
As we will see, the DM sector is thermalized after infla-
tion, albeit at a low temperature, and chemical equilib-
rium distributes the initial nX asymmetry among all X
charged states which are sufficiently long-lived to freeze
out. An example of such a state is the lightest X number
charged particle (LXP), which is often meta-stable, but
will in general decay late to B − L charged SM states
via OB−LOX . In this paper, we will assume that the
lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) carries X num-
ber and it thus attains an asymmetric relic abundance
from the initial X asymmetry. Moreover, because the
lightest observable supersymmetric particle (LOSP) and
the LXP are typically long-lived, this class of theories
accommodates an interesting collider phenomenology.
Operators of the form OB−LOX were considered more
generally in Asymmetric DM [3], which relates a present
day asymmetry in baryons and DM via similar symmetry
considerations. However, while in [3] the baryon asym-
metry was assumed initially and then shared with the
DM, in the present work the baryon and DM asym-
metries are generated dynamically and simultaneously.
Other types of mechanisms for generating or transferring
an asymmetry between sectors have been discussed in the
literature, from electroweak sphalerons [4], to out of equi-
OX = X, X2
Standard Model Dark Matter
Inaccessibility
En
er
gy
OB L = LHu, LLEc,
QLDc, U cDcDc
Figure 2: A schematic of higher dimension ADM models [18]. The x-axis represents the inaccessi-
bility of the sector (the visible or dark sector) and the y-axis its energy, with the set-up inspired
by Hidden Valley models [40]. The mediator of the higher dimension operator, ODOB−L, presents
a barrier between the two sectors. At high temperatures the barrier is effectively removed though
high energy interactions, allowing the B − L and D number to be shared between the two sectors.
At low t mperatures, the barrier effectively fre zes in the asymmetry between th two sectors.
are in thermal equilibrium, then 4
mX =
79
22
n
|p|
ΩDM
ΩB
B
B − L. (16)
On the other hand, if the operator decouples below the electroweak phase transition, when
the top and all Higgs particles have already thermally decoupled, then
mX =
9
2
n
|p|
ΩDM
ΩB
B
B − L. (17)
Depending on the details of the electroweak phase transition B/(B − L) ∼ 0.3, with an
uncertainty of approximately 15%.
4 All the operators in Eq. 12 have |p| = 1
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The number of interactions available to communicate the asymmetry between sectors can
be greatly increased if one adds additional fields. For example, the Higgs can be employed [41]
with an extended X sector, and the renormalizable interaction XX2H, where X2 is an SU(2)
doublet, to transfer an asymmetry between the Higgs chemical potential (which may be
non-zero before electroweak symmetry breaking) and the DM before electroweak symmetry
breaking. A related scenario instead makes use of an extended X sector with lepton violating
interactions to transfer the asymmetry [42]. One can also employ renormalizable interactions
through heavy vector-like fermions [43, 44], and operators of the form XuRu
′
L, where u
′
L is a
new field carrying SU(3) quantum numbers. In these cases, the interaction decouples as the
heavy states become integrated out, at which point these models become like their higher
dimension operator counterparts.
The renormalizable interaction LHuX has been effectively utilized in the context of asym-
metric neutrino or sneutrino DM [45–51]5. The LH operator also plays an important role in
leptogenesis based decay models, as we discuss next.
III. MECHANISMS FOR GENERATING A PRIMORDIAL DARK AND
BARYON ASYMMETRY
In the previous section we focused on transfer of a pre-existing lepton or baryon asymmetry
to the DM sector. Since ADM models may simply transfer a pre-existing asymmetry, it
can naturally be embedded with the standard mechanisms for generating the cosmological
lepton or baryon asymmetry. Here we discuss how these mechanisms can be extended to
simultaneous generation of asymmetries in the DM and visible sectors through a single
source (cogenesis), or to generation of the asymmetry by the DM sector (darkogenesis) that
is transferred to the SM using one of the two mechanisms described in the previous section.
For the purposes of this review, darkogenesis and cogenesis are distinguished by whether the
model has distinct mechanisms for transferring and generating the asymmetry.
The usual Sakharov criteria for baryogenesis is that the mechanism must
5 In some of these models a Majorana mass for the neutrino was employed. In this case, the DM asymmetry
will be erased, in some cases causing a wash-out of the DM density itself. We discuss further wash-out due
to D violation in Sec. VI. As a result, some of these models do not successfully achieve the DM density.
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1. furnish a departure from thermal equilibrium;
2. have sufficient C and CP violation;
3. violate baryon number.
The SM rather famously fails to meet the Sakharov criteria sufficiently to create the ob-
served baryon asymmetry, both because CP is not amply violated in the SM, and because
the electroweak phase transition does not feature a suitably strong departure from thermal
equilibrium. In both darkogenesis and cogenesis the first two criteria are met as in baryo-
genesis or leptogenesis, while the last criterion may be evaded if the DM is itself viewed as
carrying baryon number.
A. Cogenesis
Cogenesis models currently in the literature fall into three distinct categories. (i): Decay
models, where a parent particle simultaneously decays to the visible and hidden sectors. (ii):
Affleck-Dine mechanisms, where a flat direction carrying both B − L and D simultaneously
generates both asymmetries. (iii): Electroweak baryogenesis models that are extended to
include the DM sector. We review each of these classes.
1. Decay
In standard baryo- or lepto-genesis decay models (see, e.g. [5] for a review), an out-
of-equilibrium, CP -violating and L or B violating decay generates a matter-anti-matter
asymmetry. The first of the Sakharov criteria is satisfied by the lifetime of the particle,
τ , exceeding the age of the universe (set by the Hubble expansion) when the universe’s
temperature drops below the mass of the decaying particle. C and CP violation is usually
achieved through the interference of tree and one-loop diagrams in the decay, while B and
L can be explicitly violated in the Lagrangian through the decaying particle’s interactions.
The decay of the parent can easily generate an asymmetry in the DM sector at the same
time as a lepton or baryon asymmetry. This is most easily illustrated through an extension
of the classic leptogenesis mechanism [52]. In the standard leptogenesis model, a sterile
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neutrino N with an L violating Majorana mass has out-of-equilibrium and CP violating
decays to leptons.
N need not generate a lepton asymmetry alone, however. N may also generate a DM
asymmetry if N also has CP -violating decays to DM fields χ, φ at the same time. The
extension we describe is shown schematically in Fig. 3 [53]. The Lagrangian for the theory
is
L = MiN2i + yiNiLH + λiNiχφ, (18)
where multiple sterile neutrino species Ni are necessary in order to generate the CP violation
in the decay, as in the standard mechanism. Also note an important connection to the
higher dimension transfer mechanism: if we integrate out the sterile neutrino N , we generate
an operator of the form χφLH/M , that is very similar to a X2LH/M higher dimension
interaction introduced in Eq. 14.
One of the unique features of leptogenesis based ADM models is that, since N is itself
B−L and D violating, the asymmetries in the D and B−L sectors need not be the same. In
fact, the asymmetries that are generated in each sector are proportional to the CP violation
in the decays of Ni to each sector [53]:
χ =
Γ(N1 → χφ)− Γ(N1 → χ¯φ†)
ΓN1
, l =
Γ(N1 → lh)− Γ(N1 → l¯h†)
ΓN1
. (19)
The ratios of the asymmetries are parametrically set by the ratios of the Yukawa couplings
along with the phases φl, φχ in yi and λi:
l
χ
' 2r sin(2φl) + sin(φl + φχ)
2r−1 sin(2φχ) + sin(φl + φχ)
, (20)
r = y1|y2|/λ1|λ2|. Since a priori the Yukawas and phases in the SM and DM sectors need
not be the same, the DM mass in this model need not be close to the proton mass. This
asymmetry may be partially washed out by 2 ↔ 2 processes that re-equilibrate part of the
asymmetries in the DM and visible sectors, such as φχ ↔ L¯H† and φχ ↔ LH. As in
conventional models of leptogenesis, these lepton and DM violating processes must be out-
of-equilibrium to avoid washout of the asymmetries. This basic leptogenesis scenario can be
realized in many different models, and we refer the reader to [54–68] for further details.
This leptogenesis model makes use of, when N is integrated out, the LHOD ADM type
of operator of Eq. 14. Other interactions can be used in out-of-equilibrium decay scenarios
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Figure 3: A schematic of leptogenesis ADM models. Out-of-equilibrium and CP violating decays
of a sterile neutrino into both the SM and DM sectors give rise to an asymmetry in both sectors.
From [53].
[69–71]. For example, the ODucdcdc operator can be implemented in a baryogenesis model
with the Lagrangian [69]
L = λi
M2
Siu
cdcdc + ζiS¯iχφ+M
i
SS¯iSi, (21)
where multiple Si are necessary to generate the CP-violation in the decay, similar to the
leptogenesis model. Here, S’s out-of-equilibrium decays generate an asymmetry in baryon
number, as well as the hidden sector fields χ and φ. Since S has a Dirac and not Majorana
mass, however, the asymmetry generated in B − L and in D is equal and opposite, which is
different from the leptogenesis scenario. The most interesting phenomenological consequence
of this theory is that it allows for DM catalyzed proton decay [72]. For example, χ¯p→ K+φ
or φ∗p→ χK+. In a related model, instead of a small CP violating parameter  giving rise
to the small baryon asymmetry η ∼ 10−10, moduli can effectively dilute an O(1) asymmetry
[73]. Lastly, the “asymmetric freeze-in” scenario [74] is closely related to the previous decay
scenarios. For example, one can use the W = λiLiHX operator alone, with CP-violating
decays of the charginos and neutralinos to a SM lepton and the DM. It has been argued [75],
however, that unitarity and CPT lead to cancellations that prevent the transfer of baryon
number, so that this model is not ultimately successful.
When the DM sector is thermalized, the dominant symmetric component must annihilate,
leaving only the asymmetric abundance. We return in Sec. V to discussing this process of
freezing-out the asymmetric abundance. Another class of models [16, 17] exchanges the
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annihilation of the thermal symmetric abundance for a two state decay process to the DM.
In these models the parent particle P decays to a quark and a messenger particle M . The key
difference between this model and the decay models we have already discussed is that this
intermediate mass messenger particle (which carries an asymmetry itself) first annihilates
away its thermal symmetric abundance, leaving only the (small) asymmetric abundance,
before it decays down to the DM particle X. Thus M must be relatively long lived, and its
decays generally occur through higher dimension operators. Related models [76, 77] start
with an asymmetry in P , which annihilates away its thermal symmetric abundance. P then
decays to baryons and leptons in SM sector (which carry the parent asymmetry), and to the
DM sector. The DM itself need not be asymmetric, though its abundance was set by the
asymmetry in P . A similar case where the DM is itself not asymmetric, but its density was
set by the asymmetry in P was considered for gravitino DM in [78].
2. Affleck-Dine Mechanisms
Supersymmetric ADM models via the higher dimension operators of Eq. (14) make a nat-
ural playing field for Affleck-Dine (AD) baryogenesis [19] that simultaneously generates the
DM and baryon asymmetries. The AD baryogenesis mechanism makes use of supersymmet-
ric flat directions carrying B − L to satisfy the last Sakharov criterion of baryon violation.
Out-of-equilibrium dynamics is provided by the end of inflation and the re-heating of the
universe, while CP -violating phases in the scalar fields satisfy the second Sakharov criterion.
We briefly review how the AD mechanism works before describing its applications to
ADM. In classic AD, inflation induces supersymmetry breaking terms proportional to the
Hubble parameter H that drive a B−L carrying field φ to take a non-zero vev. These terms
are of the type [79, 80]6
Vsoft =
∑
φ
(aφm
2 + bφH
2)|φ|2. (22)
If bφ < 0, the Hubble induced terms force 〈B − L〉 to take a non-zero value. As H drops
below m during re-heating, the field regains a global minimum at the origin (〈B−L〉 = 0) in
6 The stabilization away from the origin in field space may also be generated by A-terms, as we will see in
an explicit example below.
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field space. When this happens, a torque is applied to φ – this happens through the A-terms
since these terms carry phases, which can thus change φ. As the field spirals in towards the
new global minimum at the origin in field space, a non-zero nB−L results, since
nφ = j
0 = i(φφ˙† − φ†φ˙) = r2φθ˙φ, (23)
where rφ is defined by φ =
1√
2
rφe
iθφ . The net asymmetry that is generated during re-heating
is
ηb =
nb
s
∼ nb
ρχ/TR
, (24)
where TR is the re-heat temperature and ρχ is the inflaton density when Affleck-Dine baryo-
genesis occurs.
AD cogenesis extends the generation of B−L to a simultaneous generation of B−L and
D making use of supersymmetric flat directions that carry both global quantum numbers.
In the context of higher dimension ADM models, the key aspect of AD cogenesis [81] is
the observation that the higher dimension operator of Eq. 14, OB−LOD, when OB−L carries
charge -1 under U(1)B−L and OD charge +1 under U(1)D, preserves B − L + D. Because
B − L+D is preserved along the direction in field space employed for AD cogenesis,
− nB−L = nD 6= 0. (25)
The B −L and D carrying fields are stabilized at non-zero vevs carrying B −L and D (but
preserving B − L+D) via the soft term
Vsoft = (fm+ gH)
OB−LOD
Md−4
, (26)
where d is the dimension ofOB−LOD. Using an impulse approximation when H = |f |m/|g| to
calculate the asymmetry generated as the pseudo particle is forced out of its false minimum,
we find [81]
− nB−L = nX ∼ arg(f/g)g|OB−L||OD|
Md−4
. (27)
It can be shown (see [81] for details) that for typical parameters of the models an asymmetry
consistent with the observed asymmetry may be obtained.
Other mechanisms exist within AD models to relate the DM and baryon numbers [82–
89]. One of these is to make use of the baryon or lepton number stored in Q-balls [90–93].
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Q-balls are solitonic configurations that arise along supersymmetric flat directions when the
potential is flatter than quadratic, as is usually the case when supersymmetry is broken via
gauge mediation [82] (as well as in some gravity mediated scenarios). Q-ball solutions arise
when U(φ)/|φ|2, where U(φ) is the potential for a globally symmetric complex scalar field
φ, has a global minimum at non-zero φ. Because the potential is flatter than quadratic,
fluctuations in the scalar field experience a negative pressure and grow exponentially, until
the fluctuation becomes non-linear and collapses to form a Q-ball.
The baryon- or lepton-number carrying Q-ball decays to ordinary neutralino dark matter
[83], as well as baryons or leptons. The Q-ball condensate must decay after electroweak
sphalerons have shut-off, otherwise the combination of B + L violation by the sphalerons
and the B or L violation along the B or L carrying flat directions washes out the asymmetry.
The baryon to DM ratio in this model is
rB =
ρB
ρDM
=
mn
NχfBmχ
, (28)
where fB is the fraction of the total baryon number that is trapped in the B-balls, and Nχ
is the number of neutralinos produced per unit of B. Related models promoted axino [85]
or gravitino [86, 94], instead of neutralino, DM due to the LEP constraints on neutralinos
(we note however that in general MSSM models the LEP constraints on light neutralino DM
can be evaded).
Rather than making use of Q-balls to store some of the baryon asymmetry until after
electroweak sphalerons have shut off the B and L violation in the SM, in some cases the
condensate density may be of the same size as the baryon or lepton asymmetry generated
by the Affleck-Dine mechanism [95].
The AD mechanism then transfers a fraction of the total energy density in the condensate,
Φ, into a baryon asymmetry according to the relation
nB =
fA
4
ρΦ0
mΦ
. (29)
ρΦ0 = m
2
Φφ(t0)
2/2 is the energy density in the oscillating field along the flat direction, and
fA parameterizes the CP-violation (due to an A-term in the case of [95]).
If this energy density (via an (HuL)
2 flat direction in the case of [95]) is comparable to the
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DM density (via a sterile sneutrino condensate N), the baryon-DM coincidence is resolved:
ΩB
ΩDM
=
fA
4
mn
mΦ
ρΦ0
ρN0
. (30)
That ρΦ0 and ρN0 are comparable is plausible if the superpotential terms lifting the sneutrino
and (HuL)
2 flat directions are similar,
Wlift = λN
N4
M
+ λΦ
Φ4
M
, (31)
such that λΦ ≈ λN .
Before we leave this section, we note that anti-baryon number may be stored in dense
nuggets, analogous to Q-balls, but formed at the QCD phase transition [96, 97]. Because the
density of these nuggets is approximately the same as ordinary hadronic matter, the baryon-
DM coincidence is solved. The phenomenology of this scenario is rich [98–100], though
distinct from the particle ADM scenario that is the focus of this review.
3. Electroweak Cogenesis
Lastly, the generation of the DM asymmetry can be directly tied to electroweak baryoge-
nesis, as in electroweak cogenesis [101]. Electroweak baryogenesis makes use of a first order
phase transition in the Higgs sector to provide the needed out-of-equilibrium dynamics, in-
teractions of the Higgs boson to accommodate C, CP violation, and electroweak sphalerons
to contribute B violation, thus satisfying all the Sakharov criteria (see [4, 6] for a review of
electroweak baryogenesis).
If the global D symmetry is spontaneously broken in the early universe through the vev of
a scalar field, an asymmetry inD can be generated at the same time as the baryon asymmetry.
The electroweak phase transition may then trigger a restoration of the D symmetry, and if
this transition is sufficiently first order, the DM asymmetry is frozen in. The concrete
scenario considered in [101] features two electroweak Higgs doublets (H1, H2) to obtain a
sufficiently first-order phase transition for the baryon asymmetry. There are also two dark
scalars, S1 and S2 carrying D, one of which (S2) has a vev before the electroweak phase
transition that breaks D. As one of the electroweak Higgses obtain a vev, this changes the
potential of S1 and S2, such that S2 has its symmetry restored by obtaining zero vev. As this
happens, C, CP violating interactions on the bubble wall of S2 generates a D asymmetry.
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While this simultaneously generates a DM and baryon asymmetry at the electroweak phase
transition, the phases and dynamics of the electroweak and S2 phase transitions need not be
identical, implying different asymmetries in the two sectors.
4. Cogenesis and the WIMP Miracle
As discussed in the introduction, the WIMP miracle is the observation that freeze-out
through weak scale annihilation cross-sections gives rise to the observed relic abundance.
ADM in most cases forgoes this miracle, instead driving the DM density via a baryogenesis
related mechanism. Conversely, the WIMP miracle may be preserved, and the baryon asym-
metry set via the WIMP miracle, an idea considered in [102–106]. In these models, the DM
is not necessarily asymmetric, though baryon violating interactions in annihilations set the
DM density.
For example, in [104], the WIMP miracle was preserved via a metastable particle, which
freezes out having its relic density set by annihilation in the usual way. Then the parent P has
CP and B violating decays that generate the baryon asymmetry, so that ΩB = mp/mXΩDM ,
where  is the CP violating phase in the decay and mp is the parent mass. If the decays to
X are CP -violating, an asymmetry may also be generated in the DM sector. The degree to
which mp and mX are of the same size depends on the strength of the CP -violation in the
decay to the DM.
On the other hand, the baryon asymmetry can be set directly in baryon violating annihi-
lations of the DM, as was considered in [102, 103, 107]. If the asymmetry in these annihila-
tions is , then the asymptotic abundance Y ≡ n/s is YB = 2 [YX(xwashout)− YX(∞)], where
xwashout = mX/Twashout is when washout processes freeze out and YX(∞) is the DM density
today. This equation is understood as follows: after washout decouples, subsequent WIMP
annihilations (which are of size YX(xwashout)− YX(∞)) generate a baryon asymmetry of size
 [102].
B. Dark Baryogenesis
We have already discussed the case where ADM is embedded in standard lepto- or baryo-
genesis and then transferred, as well as the case where DM and visible asymmetries are
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Figure 4: Schematic of darkogenesis models. Darkogenesis makes use of dynamics in the dark sector
(with a dark Higgs and dark sphalerons) to generate a dark asymmetry that is then transferred to
the baryons via a connector sector. Figure from [109].
generated at the same time. The last case is dark baryogenesis (or darkogenesis), where
an asymmetry is generated in the DM sector and then transferred, either by sphalerons or
through interactions. Both decay and Affleck-Dine mechanisms (which we only discussed in
the context of cogenesis) could be implemented in the DM sector alone and then transferred
via sphalerons or interactions, such as in [108]. There are two additional examples in the
literature of an asymmetry being generated in the DM sector and transferred, models that
mimic electroweak baryogenesis7 or spontaneous baryogenesis in the DM sector. We review
each case.
1. Dark “Electroweak Baryogenesis”
In a similar fashion to electroweak baryogenesis, a dark Higgs may have C, CP violating
interactions and a first-order phase transition, and the DM sector may have a dark non-
Abelian gauge group under which DM numberD has a chiral anomaly so that dark sphalerons
violate D. Because the DM sector dynamics (including the means by which the DM mass
itself is set) is still unknown, significant freedom remains to generate the needed out-of-
equilibrium dynamics, as well as the needed C and CP violation. In fact, most of the
constraints in models of darkogenesis are derived from the mechanism that subsequently
7 We also reviewed electroweak based mechanisms in the cogenesis section III A 3. The mechanism is suffi-
ciently different when carried out in the DM sector alone that we review it separately here.
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transfers the asymmetry to the visible sector, rather than by the asymmetry generation
itself.
Viable models of darkogenesis can be found in [35, 109–111], and a schematic is shown in
Fig. 4. To be explicit, darkogenesis works as follows.
• A dark non-Abelian gauge group SU(N)D is introduced. If D is anomalous under
SU(N)D (exactly the way B and L are anomalous under SM SU(2)), then dark
sphalerons can generate a non-zero D.
• SU(N)D undergoes a first-order symmetry-breaking transition via a dark Higgs, which
generates the needed out-of-equilibrium dynamics to give a dark asymmetry. Fields
carrying D experience C, CP violation in their interactions with the dark Higgs. In
this way, the visible sector has its asymmetry generated via the dark sector.
• This asymmetry is transferred to the visible sector by a messenger sector, which can
be via renormalizable or higher dimension interactions, or via electroweak sphalerons.
The transfer mechanisms discussed in Sec. II thus directly apply once the asymmetry
in D has been generated.
The major question then is what the simplest DM sector is that could generate such dy-
namics. The basic requirement is that the global D symmetry be anomalous under SU(N)D.
A simple Lagrangian that does this is
L = −m
2|HD|2
2
+
λ
4
|HD|4 + yiLDHDX¯i, (32)
where i = 1, 2. LD and X carry D number +1, but only LD is charged under SU(N)D
making D number anomalous under SU(N)D. Thus SU(N)D sphalerons violate D number
and can generate an asymmetry. HD is a fundamental scalar boson under the SU(N)D that
breaks SU(N)D, driving the dark phase transition to the broken phase by analogy with
the SM Higgs. Because the parameters of the potential of HD are completely free, it is
straightforward to generate a first-order phase transition, with sufficient CP violation.
Since a new fundamental scalar has been introduced, it is appealing to embed this model
within supersymmetry to generate the needed GeV mass scale naturally, and give rise to the
DM mass itself. We return in Sec. V to concrete supersymmetric models that do this. In
the meantime, we next describe the transfer mechanisms within darkogenesis.
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SU(2)L U(1)Y U(1)D
L±M 2 ±12 1
ecM
± 1 ∓1 −1
X¯iM 1 0 −1
Table I: A minimal dark messenger sector. Anomaly cancellation is achieved via mirror fermions
with the same U(1)D charge, but opposite hypercharge. There are two sterile states, X¯
1,2
M .
The simplest way to transfer the D asymmetry is via higher dimension operators, making
use of the operators in Eq. 14. A less trivial case is transfer via electroweak sphalerons. To
make use of the electroweak sphalerons to transfer the asymmetry, not only B and L must
be anomalous under SU(2), but also D. The basic reason it is non-trivial to simultaneously
violate all three with electroweak sphalerons is that anomaly cancellation plus mass genera-
tion forces a non-trivial structure in the messenger sector. The simplest Lagrangian in the
messenger sector, which transfers the asymmetry, is
LM = yeM+L+MHecM+ + yeM−L−MH†ecM− + yXM+L+MHX¯ iM + yXM−L−MH†X¯ iM . (33)
The charges of these fields are given in Table I. With the introduction of the messenger
fields, the electroweak sphalerons now violate B + L + ND
Ng
D, where ND is the number of
messenger electroweak doublets, so that electroweak sphalerons can efficiently reprocess a
U(1)D asymmetry into B and L.
2. Spontaneous Dark Baryogenesis
Instead of a dark phase transition (by analogy with electroweak baryogenesis), spon-
taneous baryogenesis [20, 21, 112] can be employed to generate a DM asymmetry that is
then transferred to B and L. In spontaneous baryogenesis a spontaneous violation of CPT
and T replaces the usual C and CP violation of the Sakharov Criterion. In spontaneous
baryogenesis, a term in the Lagrangian is posited:
L = ∂µφ
f
JµB, (34)
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where JµB is the baryon current. If the scalar field obtains a vev, ∂µφ = (φ˙,0), CPT and
T are spontaneously broken, generating a chemical potential µB = φ˙/f and a net baryon
asymmetry
nB = nb − nb¯ =
gBµBT
2
6
, (35)
where gB is the number of baryonic degrees of freedom.
Spontaneous baryogenesis can be carried out instead in the DM sector and then trans-
ferred to the visible sector, typically via the higher dimension operators of Sec. II B. This
mechanism was called “spontaneous cogenesis,” [113, 114] though the asymmetry is driven
by the DM sector and then transferred, rather than being driven by both sectors. If the DM
sector decouples from the transfer operator before spontaneous baryogenesis has completed
in the hidden sector, different asymmetries in the dark and visible sectors may result.
IV. ANNIHILATING THE THERMAL RELIC ABUNDANCE
With an existing asymmetry in both the DM and visible sectors (whether simultaneously
generated at baryo- or darko-genesis, or through a transfer mechanism at a later time), a
small asymmetry floats on top of a large thermal abundance. This thermal abundance must
be efficiently removed through some mechanism. There are predominantly two ways to do
this: through direct annihilation to light mediators, as in the left panel of Fig. 5, or through
mediators that are heavier than the DM, as in the right panel.
When the DM carries a substantial asymmetry, the usual freeze-out calculation for the
DM relic abundance is modified. Annihilations of XX¯ remove most of the thermal symmetric
component of DM, leaving mostly the asymmetric component. How much of the symmetric
component remains depends on the details of the freeze-out calculation when the non-zero
asymmetry is included. We review this calculation, as layed out in [115–117], before moving
on to discussing models for annihilating away the symmetric component. We will discuss
only D preserving annihilation processes; the effect of D violating wash-out processes on the
relic abundance is considered in [118].
We describe the relic density calculation in terms of the relic asymmetry, r∞ = ΩX¯/ΩX .
This controls the size of indirect signals from DM annihilation. r∞ is related to the absolute
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Figure 5: Typical processes for removing the thermal symmetric (in X and X¯) abundance. X − X¯
can annihilate to light force mediators φ (whether they be scalar or vector), or through a heavier
state directly to SM ff¯ .
relic densities by
ΩX =
1
1− r∞
ηXmXs0
ρc
, ΩX¯ =
r∞
1− r∞
ηXmXs0
ρc
, (36)
and the total CDM relic density is Ωc = ΩX + ΩX¯ . We take the standard definitions
x = mX/T and Y± = n±/s, where s = (2pi2/45)heff (T )T 3 is the entropy density and
heff (T ) is the effective number of degrees of freedom for the entropy density. We write the
annihilation cross section as 〈σv〉 = σ0x−n, with n = 0 and n = 1 for s-wave and p-wave
annihilation processes respectively, so that the Boltzmann equation gives
dY±
dx
= − λ
xn+2
√
g∗
(
Y+Y− − (Y eq)2
)
(37)
where λ ≡ 0.264MplmXσ0 and Y eq ' 0.145(g/heff )x3/2e−x ≡ ax3/2e−x. The DM asymmetry
is ηX = Y+ − Y−.
This equation can be solved analytically at late times when (Y eq)2 becomes negligible, to
obtain
Y±(∞) ' ±ηX
1− [1∓ ηX/Y±(xf )] e∓ηXλ
√
g∗x−n−1f /(n+1)
. (38)
The freezeout temperature xf = mX/Tf is derived in [115]:
xf ' ln [(n+ 1)√g∗aλ] + 1
2
ln
ln2
[
(n+ 1)
√
g∗aλ
]
ln2n+4
[
(n+ 1)
√
g∗aλ
]− (√g∗)2 [(n+ 1)ληX/2]2 . (39)
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Using Y±(∞) given in Eq. (38), we obtain:
r∞ ≡ Y−
Y+
(∞) ' Y−(xf )
Y+(xf )
exp
(
−ηXλ√g∗
xn+1f (n+ 1)
)
. (40)
As we will see in Sec. VII, an annihilation cross-section σv >∼ 10−25 cm3/s is needed to
evade CMB constraints if the annihilation is s-wave. Obtaining such large cross-sections
is challenging consistent with current constraints, if the annihilation goes through a heavy
mediator.
A. Heavy Mediators
Ref. [18] found that it is difficult to annihilate the symmetric component sufficiently
through weak scale mediators (consistent with collider constraints) if the DM is ∼ 10 GeV.
Parameterically, the annihilation cross-section through a heavy mediator M to a pair of
fermions is
σannv =
g2dg
2
fm
2
X
pim4M
' 10−26 cm3/s
(gdgf
0.25
)2(10GeV
mX
)2(
200 GeV
mM
)4
, (41)
where gd, gf are the mediator couplings to the DM and fermions, respectively. Given collider
constraints on objects around the weak scale, one can immediately see that it may be difficult
to obtain a sufficiently large annihilation cross-section.
More generally, monojet constraints from the Tevatron and LHC make this statement
more robust [119, 120]. The basic idea of the standard mono-jet searches is to make use of a
jet radiated off the initial state to constrain higher dimension operators through which the
DM might annihilate. Possible operators are, for example, of the form (an exhaustive list is
given in [121])
O1 = 1
Λ2
X¯Xf¯f (42)
O2 = 1
Λ2
X¯γµXf¯γµf. (43)
Monojet plus missing energy measurements at the LHC combined with direct detection
rule out scales Λ such that DM annihilation is sufficient through these operators to deplete
the symmetric component to 1% of its asymmetric abundance, if the mediator particle is at
the weak scale or heavier. This is shown in Fig. 6. The lines in the figure correspond to
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Figure 6: Constraints on the scale Λ of a higher dimension operator through which the DM can
annihilate to SM quarks. The black curve corresponds to the minimum annihilation cross-section
necessary to remove the symmetric component to 1%. The solid curves represent constraints from
various direct detection experiments, while the dashed curves show constraints from ATLAS and
CMS monojet searches. Only the grey shaded region is consistent with sufficiently annihilating the
symmetric abundance and satisfying all the constraints. In this region the DM mass is well outside
the natural ADM window of 1-10 GeV. See [120] for more details of the analysis.
constraints on the scale Λ from monojet and direct detection searches, while the grey line
indicates the upper bound on Λ consistent with the DM density. One can see that there is
only a consistent region (shaded grey) at large DM mass, which is above the natural ADM
window.
As a result, direct annihilation to light states in the DM sector is preferred over heavy
states for depleting the symmetric component. This is analogous to the visible sector, where
the presence of the electromagnetic force efficiently removes the excess of positrons and
anti-baryons to leave only the relic baryon and lepton asymmetry.
We should note, however, that these strong constraints on annihilation through a mediator
heavier than 2mX from colliders are only robust if the mediator particle is at the weak scale or
heavier. The constraints are much weakened for a lighter particle, and sufficient annihilation
may be obtained, especially when the mediator particle is on resonance, mM = 2mX [122].
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B. Dark Forces
By extension, the most natural way for DM to annihilate is to dark states [116, 123–
125]. These states may be stable, which will remain as dark radiation today [124]. Since
cosmological data is (roughly) consistent with three neutrino species [7], stringent constraints
must be met by the dark sector. On the other hand, DM may annihilate to dark force
mediators, whether they be scalars or vectors, as shown in Fig. 5, that subsequently decay
to SM particles. The annihilation cross-section to a pair of scalars or vectors is
〈σv〉V ' piα
2
X
m2X
√
1− m
2
V
m2X
, 〈σv〉S ' 9
4
piα2X
m2X
T
mX
√
1− m
2
φ
m2X
, (44)
where αX = g
2
X/4pi. If mM > mX (but not much heavier), then annihilation can also proceed
through an s-channel exchange of the mediator
〈σv〉V ' 4αXg2fm2XN cf/m4φ, 〈σv〉S ' αXg2fm2XN cf/2m4φxf . (45)
For ADM, the CMB places a potentially important lower bound [116] on the annihilation
cross-section, to sufficiently remove the symmetric component such that ionizing radiation is
not injected into the spectrum at late time. For nearly 100% ionizing efficiency (i.e. for an-
nihilation to µ+µ− or e+e−), the lower bound for 10 GeV DM is approximately 10−25 cm3/s.
If the ionizing efficiency is lower (e.g. for annihilation to pairs of τ ’s), the constraints are
weaker. We review these constraints in more detail below in Sec. VII.
V. ADM HIDDEN SECTORS
While the DM sector is conventionally envisioned to be simple, consisting of the DM
particle only, this need not necessarily be the case. The structure of the DM sector may
be rich, with multiple DM states as well as dark forces. In fact, as we saw in the previous
section, light particles in the hidden sector may be important for annihilating the symmetric
relic abundance of DM, leaving only the asymmetric component. As we will see in this
section, dark sectors with structure may also set the mass scale in the DM sector, as well as
give rise to self-interacting DM. In this section, we review hidden sector models, as well as
cosmological implications of self-interacting DM on the large scale structure of the universe.
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Before we proceed, we note that while dark hidden sectors provide useful functions in the
context of ADM, they are not unique to ADM.
A. Hidden Sector Models
More predictive models of ADM arise when taking more ambitious goals for the DM sector
than simply annihilating away the symmetric abundance of DM. For example, the DM sector
may have a structure such that it mirrors the visible sector, naturally explaining why the
dark and visible mass scales are in the same range [39, 126, 127]. The dark sector may have
a dark QCD, as in Hidden Valley models [40], with the mass set by the confinement scale,
similar to the the proton [128].
In some ways the most predictive models of ADM, however, are those where the mass
scale of the DM sector is connected to the strength of supersymmetry breaking in the hidden
sector. If supersymmetry breaking is weaker in the DM sector than in the visible sector, the
DM may naturally be lighter than the weak scale.
There are two ways that supersymmetry breaking can set the mass scale in the DM sector.
These two scenarios are shown schematically in Fig. 7. First, the dark sector may couple
to the visible sector, communicating the visible sector supersymmetry breaking to the dark
sector [129–133], as shown in the left panel of Fig. 7. The supersymmetry breaking effects
in the DM sector are suppressed by a loop factor in comparison to the weak scale, naturally
explaining why the DM may have a mass around the GeV scale. As a simple example, take
the interaction of a singlet S with the supersymmetric SM, λSHuHd [131, 133]. The coupling
of S to Hu, Hd generates a supersymmetry breaking mass term for S of the size
δm2S ' −
λ2
8pi2
(m2Hu +m
2
Hd
), (46)
where m2Hu , m
2
Hd
are the soft masses for the up and down type Higgs doublets.8 If λ is not
too far from 1, GeV scale masses in the hidden sector are naturally generated via the loop
suppression factor. Supersymmetry breaking can also be communicated to the dark sector
8 Since this mass squared term is negative, an additional term, such as a quartic, must stabilize the field.
Various mechanisms can easily do this.
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via gauge kinetic mixing of a dark gauged U(1)X with hypercharge [129, 130, 132, 133],
Lmix = 
2
F µνF ′µν , (47)
where F ′µν is the U(1)X field strength and Fµν is the hypercharge field strength. Super-
symmetry breaking in the visible sector is transferred to the dark sector via the hypercharge
D-term [132], ξY = −gY2 c2βv2, where v is the Higgs vev, gY is the hypercharge gauge coupling,
and tan β is the usual ratio of up to down type Higgs vevs. This D-term is communicated
to the dark sector with strength ξ = 
gX
ξY , which is naturally ∼ GeV2 if the kinetic mixing
parameter  is O(10−3) [130], as is typical in kinetic mixing models [134]. This can induce a
GeV scale vev for one of the scalars in the DM sector, setting the natural mass scale for the
other particles in the theory. For example, if we have two oppositely charged U(1)X dark
scalars, H, H ′, we have the scalar potential from the D-terms which is
VD =
g2X
2
(|H|2 − |H ′|2 − ξ)2, (48)
so that 〈|H|〉 = √ξ.
The second way to set the mass scale in the dark sector via supersymmetry breaking is
by direct coupling to the supersymmetry breaking sector itself, and not via the supersym-
metric SM. This is shown in the right panel of Fig. 7. For example, within gauge mediated
supersymmetry breaking models, the scale for soft scalar masses in the MSSM is
m2φk = 2
3∑
i=1
α2i
16pi2
Ci(k)
F 2
M2
, (49)
where F and M are the SUSY-breaking F -term and vev of the messenger field, respectively
(see [135] for a review), αi ≡ g2i /(4pi) are the SM gauge couplings, and Ci are the quadratic
Casimir invariants. If the messengers are likewise charged under a dark gauge group, U(1)X ,
supersymmetry breaking is communicated to the DM sector with strength [129, 136]
m2dark = 2
α2X
16pi2
F 2
M2
, (50)
where αX is the U(1)X gauge coupling. Thus, if gX  gi, then the natural mass scale in the
hidden sector is much lower than in the visible sector.
We now discuss a concrete model in the context of ADM, using the tools we just discussed
[129, 131–133]. See [123] for more details of this model, though we outline the general
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SUSY breaking
Hidden Visible
Figure 7: Schematics of two means of communicating supersymmetry breaking to the DM sector.
In the left figure, SUSY breaking is communicated to the visible (SM) sector, which is then weakly
communicated to the hidden sector via matter or gauge interactions, as in [129]. In the right
figure [136] SUSY breaking is directly communicated to both hidden and visible sectors via gauge
interactions, but the hidden sector is lighter because SUSY breaking is communicated more weakly
to the DM than the baryons.
features and note that many of these features will be common to any theory that sets the
DM mass scale via a supersymmetric hidden sector (see for example [137]). The ADM sector
is extended to include a dark Higgs, H ′, charged under a dark gauged U(1)X , and the matter
content is extended to include the sterile X as well as a matter partner T that is charged
under the U(1)X such that a mass term [123]
W = λXTH ′ (51)
arises in the hidden sector. The asymmetry is communicated between sectors via the usual
ADM operator (Eq. 15)
W = XnOB−L. (52)
In addition, there is the hypercharge-U(1)X kinetic mixing term connecting the dark and
visible sectors that, as we discussed above, induces a vev for H ′ via Eq. 48. For  ∼ 10−3 and
the gauge coupling gX ∼ 1, this vev is around 10 GeV, inducing a 10 GeV mass for the X−T
Dirac fermion state if λ is O(1). The scalar super-partners of X and T will obtain the same
mass, up to important SUSY breaking corrections. Two loop gauge-mediated graphs via
Eq. 50 will push the mass of the T and H ′ scalars up relative to the fermions. X is a singlet,
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so it does not receive these contributions. It does, however, receive a 1-loop contribution
from the T and H ′ scalar soft SUSY masses that pushes the X scalar down relative to the
fermion, via Eq. 46 (with the right-hand side of this equation having the T and H ′ soft
masses instead of Hu and Hd). Thus the scalar X is the DM in this model.
The dark photon and its superpartner are lighter than the DM if gX  λ. The DM
can efficiently annihilate to the dark gauge boson that subsequently decays back to the
standard model, via the same mechanism discussed in Sec. IV. The dark photino decays to
the gravitino and a photon, which occurs quickly enough to evade big bang nucleosynthesis
constraints if the supersymmetry breaking scale is low [123].
The direct detection signal also proceeds via the kinetic mixing with U(1)X . While X
is a singlet under U(1)X , a 1-loop graph via T and H
′ can induce a coupling to the dark
photon, γd:
λ2gX
16pi2
4g4X−λ4+4λ2g2X log( λ22g2X )
2(2g2X−λ2)2
X†∂µXγµd (53)
≡ gXqeffX†∂µXγµd .
Scattering of the DM off the proton (or any charged particle) can then proceed via kinetic
mixing of the dark photon with the SM photon. The cross-section is
σp,X =
4
pi
g4W c
4
Wµ
2
X,p
c22βm
4
W
q2eff . (54)
In this expression, we have canceled gX dependence that enters into the dark photon mass
as well as the coupling, so that the final result is independent of gX :
σp,X ' 9.2× 10−42 cm2λ4. (55)
We will discuss in Sec. VIII direct and indirect detection constraints on ADM, but we note
here that this scattering cross-section sits in the range needed for the CDMS [138] and
CoGeNT [139–141] anomalies, and is reachable with many of the next generation direct
detection experiments.
These hidden sectors give rise to a broad range of signatures, notably in experiments with
an intense electron or proton beam. This has given rise to a rich experimental program
(e.g. [142–144]; see [145, 146] for a more complete set of references). These experiments are
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typically direct probes of the mediating particle (the dark photon in the example above),
and are complimentary probes to direct detection.
The dark forces mediate scattering not only with nuclei, but also with the DM itself. This
self-scattering has potentially important cosmological implications, which we discuss next.
B. Self-interacting Dark Matter Through Dark Forces
In the standard WIMP paradigm, DM carries little or no self-interactions. On the other
hand, with the introduction of light dark forces, for example to annihilate the thermal relic
abundance, as in Sec. IV, or to set the mass scale in the DM sector, as we just described
above, self-interactions appear naturally. The scattering cross-section through a force φ with
dark structure constant αX coupling to the DM is
σX ≈ 5× 10−23 cm2
( αX
0.01
)2 ( mX
10 GeV
)2(10 MeV
mφ
)4
, (56)
so that self-scattering can be important even for moderate self-coupling.
Self-interactions can have important cosmological implications. Indeed, there have long
been questions about whether DM self-interactions can help alleviate some of the apparent
inconsistencies between the standard collisionless Cold Dark Matter (CCDM) paradigm and
the observations of structure. The most notable problems with the CCDM paradigm to date
are (see Sec. II of [147] for a more detailed summary and references):
• Core-vs-cusp problem. The central densities of both dwarf galaxies and cluster of
galaxies are observed to be lower than predicted by CCDM [148, 149], displaying a
core rather than a cusp [150, 151].
• Missing satellites problem. The number of observed satellite dwarf galaxies in the
Milky Way is about an order of magnitude lower than predicted by simulations of
CCDM [152–154]. The Sloan Digital Sky Survey, however, has discovered many faint
dwarf galaxies such that it is apparent that as many as 20 times more dwarf galaxies
could remain undiscovered due to faintness or sky coverage [154, 155]. Thus the missing
satellites problem is by many no longer viewed as a problem for CCDM.
• Too big to fail problem. The brightest dwarf spheroidal galaxies in the Milky Way
are expected to be hosted by the most massive DM sub halos in the galaxy. The
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sub halos predicted by the simulations to host the dwarf spheroidal galaxies are not,
however, observed to exist: simulations predictO(10) sub halos with maximum circular
velocity vmax > 30 km/s, while the observed dwarf spheroidal galaxies are all hosted
in halos with vmax < 25 km/s [156–159]. This can be re-stated in terms of the core-vs-
cusp problem: the hosts of the brightest dwarf spheroidal galaxies have lower central
densities than predicted by CCDM.
The paradigm of self-interacting DM (SIDM) [160] was introduced to solve some of these
problems with DM self-interactions. As DM virializes, self-scattering can transfer heat from
the outer part of the halo to the inner part of the halo, flattening the density profile of the
inner part of the halo, as required to solve both the core-vs-cusp problem and the too big
to fail problem. Simulations have shown that the needed cross-section is on the order of
σ/mX ' 10−24 cm2/ GeV [161–165]. Further investigation of SIDM also showed, however,
that gravitational instabilities can result at large velocity dispersion (i.e. in large objects,
such as clusters of galaxies) if the scattering cross-section has no velocity dependence, though
some recent studies have called this conclusion into question [164, 166].
Since self-interactions of the right size appear naturally in models of ADM, as in Eq. 56, it
is natural to consider the range of dynamics that can appear, since the size of the scattering
cross-section directly impacts the halo shape and profile for objects of different mass (i.e.
velocity dispersion). Mirror dark matter was posited as an asymmetric mirror sector of the
visible one, with DM self-interactions, largely motivated by solving these structure problems
[38, 127, 167–173]. The simulations have to this point mostly assumed a constant scattering
cross-section (with recent exceptions [165, 174]), but when light dark forces are introduced,
a wide variety of dynamics can ensue [147, 175, 176]. The scattering cross-sections become
velocity dependent in the Coulomb regime (when mXv >∼ mφ), where the scattering cross-
section scales as a Rutherford cross-section,
σclas =
16piα2X
m2Xv
4
log(1 +m2Xv
2/m2φ). (57)
On the other hand, in the non-perturbative regime (αXmX/mφ  1), resonant effects can
become important [147, 176], and this impacts structure formation. Depending on the pa-
rameters of the the theory, the DM self-interaction cross-section can vary widely for different
mass objects. Thus scattering may be unimportant for DM halos in clusters of galaxies, but
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crucial for the formation of cores in dwarf spheroidal galaxies.
While DM self-interactions arise naturally within ADM models, they are not a smoking
gun signature for ADM. We next consider the evolution of the primordial DM asymmetry,
and its impacts on smoking gun signatures for ADM.
VI. ASYMMETRY WASH-OUT VIA OSCILLATIONS
The phenomenology of ADM in the universe today depends in large part on whether the
DM retains its primordial asymmetry until today. Before discussing astrophysical constraints
on ADM in Sec. VII we thus consider under what circumstances the asymmetry will be
retained versus washed away.
If DM has not only the dark number D preserving mass term, mXX¯X (or m
2
X |X|2
for scalars), but also an D-violating mass term mMX¯
cX (or m2MX
2 for scalars), then the
DM asymmetry may be washed out via particle-anti-particle oscillations [177–180]. Here
Xc = −iγ2X∗ for fermions and Xc = X† for scalars. The oscillations occur when the Dirac
or complex scalar state is split via the Majorana-type mass term into two real states with
mass m± δm, where
δm ≡
mM fermionic X casem2M
2mX
scalar X case
. (58)
This mass splitting causes X and Xc to mix, in a way that is similar to neutrino flavor mixing,
but with DM number violation replacing neutrino flavor violation. This mixing leads to X
flavor oscillations into Xc. Naively, the asymmetry should be washed out when the Hubble
expansion rate drops below the mass splitting, H <∼ δm. If we require that the asymmetry
be erased only at temperatures below which the thermal symmetric component has already
annihilated away (T <∼ 1 GeV for 10 GeV DM), this naively implies δm <∼ 10−19 GeV. Such
a small mass splitting may indicate the presence of a gauged symmetry to protect the global
U(1)D, as is often invoked for, e.g., B − L. Though wash-out may occur once H <∼ δm,
it is crucial to take into account scattering and annihilation rates, and their sensitivity to
DM flavor. These effects change the onset of oscillations in a qualitative way. We follow
the analysis of [180], which fully accounted for all these effects, including scattering and the
sensitivity to the type of interaction (scalar or vector), in the evolution.
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The evolution of the particle-anti-particle asymmetry can be seen explicitly by writing
out the mass matrices and considering the Boltzmann equation in the absence of collisions.
In the “flavor” basis (X,XC), the mass matrices for the fermions Mf and scalars M2S are
Mf =
mX mM
mM mX
 M2S =
m2X m2M
m2M m
2
X
 , (59)
so that the non-interacting Boltzmann equation is
∂Fk
∂t
−Hk∂Fk
∂k
= −i [Hk,Fk] . (60)
Expanding the free Hamiltonian Hk, we have
Hk =
√
k2 +M2 = ωk + mXδm
ωk
 0 1
1 0
 , (61)
where ωk =
√
k2 +m2X . As a result, when the DM is cold so that mX ∼ ωk, wash-out of the
DM asymmetry can occur when δm ∼ H. Thus the Majorana mass must be very small to
avoid any effects from flavor mixings.
Wash-out does not necessarily occur, however, once oscillations commence. Coherence
of the flavor wave function, as well as the flavor sensitivity of the interactions, is extremely
important. The basic results can be summarized as follows:
• Rapid scatterings prevent oscillations from occurring. This is a quantum Zeno (or
“watched pot”) effect. Thus no wash-out can occur until scatterings have decoupled.
• When oscillations commence, washout does not necessarily commence. If flavor coher-
ence is maintained, and the interactions are flavor sensitive (e.g. for vector particles
mediating DM annihilation to fermion pairs), no wash-out can occur. Coherence is
maintained in the absence of scatterings.
We outline the important aspects of the calculation and refer the reader to [180] for
details. The Boltzmann equation for the system is
Y ′(x) = − i
Hx
[H0, Y ]− Γ±
2Hx
[O±, [O±, Y ]]− s〈σv〉±
Hx
(
1
2
{
Y,O±Y¯ O±
}− Y 2eq) (62)
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where x ≡ mX/T , Yeq ≡ neq/s, and H0 is defined according to
H0 ≡
mX δm
δm mX
 . (63)
Here the O± encode the flavor information of the scatterings
Lint = Ψ¯ΓaO±Ψf¯Γaf, O± ≡
 1 0
0 ±1
 . (64)
Scalar, pseudo scalar, and axial-vector interactions are flavor-blind (O+), while vector and
tensor interactions are flavor sensitive (O−).
We can see the effects on the annihilation and scattering terms. In the annihilation terms
flavor-blind:
1
2
{
Y, O+Y¯ O+
}
=
 Y11Y22 + Y12Y21 Y11Y12 + Y12Y22
Y21Y11 + Y22Y21 Y11Y22 + Y12Y21
 (65a)
flavor-sensitive:
1
2
{
Y, O−Y¯ O−
}
=
 Y11Y22 − Y12Y21 0
0 Y11Y22 − Y12Y21
 . (65b)
Note that in the absence of coherence (Y12, Y21 → 0), flavor sensitive and blind interactions
give the same result for annihilation. In the presence of coherence, however, flavor sensitivity
matters. Flavor sensitive interactions, as can be seen in Eq. 65b, couple to the determinant
of Y. On the other hand, det([H0, Y ]) = 0, which implies that coherent flavor sensitive
interactions do not lead to annihilation. Annihilations via flavor-blind interactions, on the
other hand, proceed regardless of whether coherence is present.
Coherence is lost only through scattering via flavor sensitive interactions, as we can see
through the relevant term in the Boltzmann equation, which is only non-zero for flavor-
sensitive interactions:
Γ−
2
[
O−,
[
O−, Y
]]
= 2Γ−
 0 Y12
Y21 0
 . (66)
This term damps Y12, Y21 → 0 in Eq. 62 causing decoherence of DM oscillations. In addition,
when this term is large enough, it prevents oscillations from occurring. The results can be
summarized in the series of plots shown in Fig. 8, where the effect of coherence and the flavor
of the interactions can be seen explicitly.
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Figure 8: The effects of scattering and the “flavor” sensitivity of the annihilation process. The
first panel shows the relative rates of scattering, oscillation and Hubble expansion H. Once H
drops below ωosc ∼ δm, oscillations commence. If the interaction is flavor blind, scatterings are
irrelevant, and annihilations proceed as soon as oscillations commence. This is shown in the upper
right panel. On the other hand, when interactions are flavor sensitive, the decoherence effect
of scattering is crucial. This is shown in the lower two panels. When there are no scatterings
(κ = 0, left panel), coherence is maintained, but annihilation cannot proceed through flavor sensitive
interactions, because det([H0, Y ]) = 0. When scatterings are present (right panel), coherence is
lost, and annihilations proceed as soon as the scattering rate drops below H. Figure from Ref. [180].
VII. EVOLUTION OF ASTROPHYSICAL OBJECTS
If the DM retains its cosmological asymmetry late into the universe, unique “smoking
gun” signatures for ADM may be identified. In this section we consider the evolution of
astrophysical objects. If ADM retains its asymmetry until today, it may accumulate in
large numbers in the center of astrophysical objects. The amount of ADM that accumulates
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is proportional to the local density of DM, the scattering cross-section of the DM off the
baryons in the object, and the depth of the gravitational potential well of the astrophysical
objects. As we will see, astrophysical objects place substantial constraints on ADM scattering
cross-sections on baryons, especially if the DM is a scalar. We consider the specific cases of
constraints from neutron stars, the Sun, and brown and white dwarves.
A. Neutron Stars
Besides black holes, neutron stars are the densest astrophysical objects in the universe,
and as such provide ideal environments for collecting ADM. Neutron stars are supported by
Fermi degeneracy pressure. If ADM is bosonic, however, this degeneracy pressure does not
exist, so that if the ADM collected in the neutron star exceeds the Chandrasekhar mass, a
black hole may form that could eat the neutron star (and the pulsar that envelopes it). The
existence of neutron stars in DM rich regions of the sky can thus constrain regions of scalar
ADM parameter space.
While the constraints we focus on below apply only to scalar ADM,9 if an O(1) fraction
of the neutron star’s mass is collected in fermionic ADM [181] or in mirror DM [182], then
significant modifications of the star can also result. Very large scattering cross-sections
(typically well in excess of the bounds from direct detection experiments) are necessary to
accumulate so much DM, however, so that only for very light (mX <∼ 1 GeV) fermionic ADM
could such conditions be achieved. On the other hand, a much smaller amount of bosonic
ADM accumulated in the neutron star can lead to the formation of a black hole. Since
the constraints are much stronger on bosonic ADM scattering on neutrons, we focus on the
scalar ADM case in the remainder of this subsection.
In order to compute the constraint from black hole formation there are four basic stages
to the evolution of a neutron star with bosonic ADM:
• Dark matter collection. The capture rate in the neutron star is simply proportional to
the scattering cross-section off of nucleons, so that evolution of the neutron star in the
presence of ADM depends only on the scattering rate and the DM mass.
9 The constraints can be weakened or lifted if a repulsive self-interaction is present, as we discuss below.
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• Thermalization. Once captured, DM rapidly evolves into a thermal ADM sphere, where
the size of the thermal sphere is set by the gravitational potential of the neutrons.
• Self-gravitation and BEC formation. Enough DM must accumulate so that its self-
gravity overwhelms the neutron gravity. Self-gravitation can occur more quickly if
the critical number to form a Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC) occurs first, so that
typically the self gravity condition is met through the formation of a BEC.
• Collapse to black hole. If the self-gravitation condition is met, and the number of
DM particles exceeds the Chandrasekhar number, then a black hole forms. If the rate
at which the black hole consumes the neutron star is faster than the rate at which
the black hole evaporates, the neutron star will disappear into the black hole. The
existence of the neutron star thus constrains the ADM.
The details for each of these stages are as follows. The subject was first studied in [183],
though we follow the discussion from [184], and refer the reader to [185–187] for similar
calculations. Including the effect of the gravitational field on the BEC transition can improve
the constraints that we discuss here by an order of magnitude [188].
Collection: the total number of DM particles collected in the star is a function of the
scattering cross-section off nucleons, σXn, so that, for mX >∼ 1 GeV the total number of DM
particles in the star is
NX ' 2.3× 1045
(
10 GeV
mX
)(
ρX
103 GeV/cm3
)(
σXn
2× 10−45 cm2
)(
t
1010 years
)
, (67)
When the DM mass is less than 1 GeV, the nucleon degeneracy effect becomes important,
and we refer the reader to [184] for details in that case.
Thermalization: An estimate of the thermalization time gives [189]
tth ' 3750 years
(
γ
(1 + γ)2
)(
2× 10−45 cm2
σn
)(
105K
T
)
, (68)
where γ = mX/mn. This is usually rapid in comparison to the lifetime of the neutron star.
Self-Gravitation: Self-gravitation occurs when ρX > ρB, so that the total number is
Nself ' 4.8× 1041
(
100 GeV
mX
)5/2(
T
105K
)3/2
. (69)
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This is to be compared against the Chandrasekhar number:
NCha ' 1.5× 1034
(
100 GeV
mX
)2
(70)
For mX <∼ 1017 GeV(T/103 K)3, we always have Nself >∼ N bosonCha , so that once self-gravitation
occurs, collapse to a black hole proceeds. On the other hand, self-gravitation can happen
much faster if a BEC forms first, which occurs if
NX ' 1.0× 1036
(
T
105 K
)3
. (71)
Except for heavy DM, the BEC thus occurs first. The BEC density is much higher than the
self-gravity density. Thus as soon as the number of particles in the ground state exceeds the
Chandrasekhar number, black hole formation occurs.
Collapse to Black Hole: In order for the black hole to continue to grow to consume
the neutron star, the accretion rate must exceed the Hawking evaporation rate. The Bondi
Hoyle accretion rate is pi(GMBH/v
2
s)
2ρBvs, with the sound speed vs ∼ 105 km/s where ρB
the baryon energy density. The Hawking evaporation rate is 1/(15360piG2M2BH). Balancing
these against each other, the critical black hole mass where the black hole will continue to
grow is M critBH ' 1.2× 1037 GeV.
Since the formation of the black hole is ultimately dependent only on the accumulation
of bosonic ADM, and hence the DM-nucleon scattering cross-section, the constraints can
be mapped in the direct detection plane. We show the constraints on the scattering cross-
section as a function of mass in Fig. 9. For low mass DM, below where most direct detection
experiments are sensitive, neutron stars provide very strong constraints on scalar ADM,
though the constraints are lifted due to black hole evaporation over most of the mass range
of interest for direct detection experiments.
Self-interactions change this story significantly. For example, a repulsive λ|X|4/4 inter-
action can dramatically change the Chandrasekhar number
NCha =
2M2p
pim2X
(
1 +
λ
32pi
M2p
m2X
)1/2
, (72)
since the ratio M2p/m
2
X ∼ 1036 for 1 GeV ADM. In fact, if λ >∼ 10−16, the neutron star bounds
are lifted [190]. In addition, λ|X|4 type interactions are always generated through any force
mediator that could give rise to DM-nucleon scattering that is the source of the constraint.
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Figure 9: Excluded scattering cross-section off a nucleon from Bose-Einstein (and eventual black
hole) formation in the neutron star J0437-4715. In the hatched region constraints are lifted because
the mini-black hole evaporates. For comparison, the constraint from CDMS-II is shown. From the
analysis of [184].
The sign of the interaction is, however, important. A scalar mediator will generate an
attractive coupling that will only strengthen the constraint [191, 192].
B. The Sun
ADM may modify energy transport in the Sun, and hence change neutrino production in
the Sun [10, 193–198]. We focus on the discussion of [194], and refer the reader to the other
papers for further details. The capture rate in the Sun can be approximated by
C ' 1.3× 1025s−1
(
ρDM
0.3 GeV/cm3
)(
270 km/s
v¯
)(
1 GeV
mDM
)
(73)
×
[( σH
10−40 cm2
)
S(mDM/mH) + 1.1
(
σHe
16× 10−40 cm2
)
S(mDM/mHe)
]
,
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where S ≈ 0.9 − 1.0 for DM in the 1-10 GeV mass range.10 For ADM with mass below
approximately 3 GeV, DM evaporation effects in the Sun lift the constraints we discuss
below.
While less dramatic effects can happen at lower DM densities or lower DM capture rates,
the most significant effects happen when the DM transport energy trans becomes of the
same size as the nuclear energy generation term nuc. This occurs when the number of
accumulated ADM particles exceeds ntot ∼ 5 × 1047. For spin-dependent scattering cross-
sections of σSD ' 10−37 cm2 off nucleons, this occurs only in main sequence stars with local
DM densities close to 103 GeV/cm3, which is not achieved locally. There may, however, still
be an effect on main sequence stars in other parts of the galaxy which are more DM rich, so
it is still worth considering the impact on main sequence stars.
The integral of these energy transports over the volume of the star, Ltrans ≡
∫ |trans|dV ,
determines the evolution of the star. When Ltrans < Lnuc, the star compensates for the
nuclear energy being lost in the core by increasing it outside the core. When Ltrans > Lnuc,
this compensation is not possible, so the envelope itself must contract.
The net effect is that for moderate amounts of captured DM (i.e. Ltrans < Lnuc but
trans > nuc), the star becomes larger and more luminous. When Ltrans > Lnuc, the envelope
finally contracts and becomes cooler, making the star less luminous. These trends can be
seen in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram in Fig. 10, which shows how stars change their
usual evolution to increasingly dramatic modifications as the DM collection increases.
Stars with mass lower than the Sun may also be effective probes of ADM [200], since
the importance of DM energy transport increases as the stellar mass decreases. Ref. [200]
used α Cen B, via astroseismic measurements, to place meaningful constraints on the DM
scattering cross-section on the order of few× 10−36 cm2 for ∼ 10 GeV DM, assuming a DM
density of 0.4 GeV cm−3. These constraints are stronger than those which can be extracted
from the Sun.
10 Heavier elements give an O(1) correction to this number which is not important for the purposes of this
discussion.
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Figure 10: left: The Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for a 1 M star, with σSD = 10−37 cm2. For a
moderate amount of DM accumulation, the star compensates for nuclear energy being lost in the
core by increasing it outside the core, making the star hotter and more luminous. This is shown by
the darkest blue curve with ρDM = 10
3 GeV/cm3. Eventually this is no longer possible, and the
star contracts and cools, which is shown by the evolution along the green and orange curves. This
yields a dramatic change in the usual evolution of the star that may be observable in a DM dense
region. From [194]. right: Impact of ADM on brown dwarves. Solid curves show the standard
evolution of low mass stars between 0.05 and 0.11M. The main sequence is reached as t increases
when the luminosity stabilizes to a constant value, indicating that hydrogen burning has been
ignited. In the standard case, this occurs for M > 0.08 M. By contrast, when DM is added (with
boost ΓB = 10
3 in comparison to the usual collection rate in the Sun for the same DM parameters,
so that enough DM is collected), the red and blue curves result. Stars between 0.08 and 0.1M,
that entered the main sequence in the standard case, no longer enter the main sequence and instead
become brown dwarves. From [199].
C. Brown and White Dwarves
Similar types of effects can be present in the evolution of low mass stars. In usual stellar
evolution, a low mass star, below 0.08 M, evolves to a brown dwarf because the core
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temperature never becomes hot enough to ignite hydrogen burning. The accumulation of a
significant amount of ADM in the center of a low mass star will affect the energy transport
in the star such that, in some cases for stars with masses greater than the usual 0.08 M, it
cannot reach the main sequence, but instead becomes a brown dwarf [199]. Ref. [199] found
that a spin-dependent scattering cross-section of σSD ∼ 10−37 cm2 or a spin-independent
scattering cross-section of σSI ∼ 10−40 cm2, taken with a capture rate boosted by 103 in
comparison to that expected in the Sun, will cause a low mass star between 0.08 − 0.1M
to become a brown dwarf. This behavior is shown in the right panel of Fig. 10.
Lastly, accumulation of a large amount of DM in a white dwarf can alter the evolution and
cause the star to be much more compact [201]. A large amount of DM must be accumulated
in the white dwarf in order to have a substantial effect: in [201] they found that 10−3 M
of 10 GeV DM accumulated in the white dwarf will compactify the core sufficiently that a
stable shell model will no longer exist. Extremely large scattering cross-sections would be
necessary to accumulate such a large amount of DM.
VIII. INDIRECT AND DIRECT DETECTION
Whether ADM remains symmetric or asymmetric in the universe today, important direct
and indirect detection signals are present. While in many cases signals in direct and indirect
detection experiments are not by themselves (in contrast to the effects on the astrophysical
objects we discussed in the previous section) indications of an asymmetry in the DM, they
are nevertheless important clues to piecing together the nature of the DM.
We consider three different types of signals in this section. First, though the DM may have
a largely asymmetric abundance in the universe today, a small relic symmetric component
can annihilate and give rise to signals in the CMB as well as in indirect detection experiments
looking for high energy photons and charged particles. Second, in some ADM models, the DM
may have rare decays to charged particles or neutrinos (in particular through the operators
of Eq. 15), with lifetime in excess of the age of the universe. Lastly, in many ADM models,
especially those with a light dark force, large scattering cross-sections in direct detection
experiments are expected. We review indirect and direct detection of ADM, beginning with
constraints from the CMB.
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A. Indirect Detection via the Cosmic Microwave Background
The number density of DM in the universe today scales inversely with the mass of the DM
particle. Because of the high number density and consequently high annihilation rate of light
DM (DM with mass mX <∼ 10 GeV), the CMB can be sensitive to light DM annihilation. The
ionizing radiation from DM annihilation can distort the CMB spectrum, so that observations
place a constraint on the DM annihilation.
At the same time, while DM may carry an asymmetry today, a small symmetric compo-
nent may remain late in the universe. In the early universe, the annihilation process of XX¯
removes X¯, leaving a prevalence of the asymmetric component X. Depending on the size of
the annihilation cross-section, however, a small component of X¯ remains, leading to a small
continued annihilation in the universe today.
The CMB multipole spectrum places a constraint on the annihilation cross-section times
ionizing efficiency, f(z), which is pann = f(z)〈σv〉/mDM <∼ 2.4×10−27 cm3/s/GeV [202]. The
ionizing efficiency ranges from around 0.8 for annihilation to e+e−, to ∼ 0.3 for annihilation
to most other states (see [203] for a detailed table with ionization efficiencies, and [204, 205]
for updated constraints). Planck has recently updated this result, though its result is weaker
than the WMAP constraint because it does not yet include the full polarization information
at intermediate and high multipoles. They find pann <∼ 5.5× 10−27 cm3/s/GeV [7].
For ADM, the implication is a constraint placing a lower bound on the annihilation
cross-section. Increasing the annihilation cross-section in the early universe depletes the X¯
component against which X could later annihilate, lifting the CMB constraints. Assuming
s-wave annihilation, the relic density of X¯ is computed using the methods of Sec. IV. The
annihilation rate of X − X¯ is then computed, and a constraint derived depending on the
ionization efficiency. The results are shown in Fig. 11. Depending on the mass of the DM,
the CMB places the constraint f〈σv〉 >∼ 10−25 cm3/s, for DM that retains its asymmetry
until today. The results in this figure can be easily scaled as new experimental results
are obtained, taking into account that the constraint in the figure corresponds to a bound
pann <∼ 2.4× 10−27 cm3/s/GeV.
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Figure 11: The red curve shows the lower bound on the annihilation cross-section times ionizing
efficiency of annihilation, f〈σv〉, as a function of the DM mass. The diagonal lines show isocontours
of relic symmetric component, r ≡ X¯/X, while the horizontal isocontours show the constraint from
the CMB for each choice of r. Where the two isocontours meet is the CMB constraint. From [116].
B. Indirect Detection in the Milky Way
While, naively, asymmetric DM is not self-annihilating, as we discussed in Sec. VI, its
asymmetry can be washed out via oscillations after the relic density has already been set by
its primordial chemical potential. Thus annihilations may recouple today, and give rise to an
annihilation rate enhanced relative to that expected from a thermal relic, as in the models
of Refs. [177, 206]. However, even when the asymmetry persists until today, as we reviewed
in Sec. VIII A for the case of s-wave annihilation, the small relic symmetric X component
implies a lower bound on the annihilation cross-section from the CMB. If we put aside the
constraint from the CMB, the presence of a significant symmetric (sub-)component of ADM
could thus give rise to a larger annihilation rate from ADM than would be expected from
thermal DM [207], even when the DM density is dominated by the asymmetric component.
A variety of other signals can arise. For example, for the higher dimension operator
models of Sec. II B, four fermion operators arise, and the DM may be long lived if the scale
of the operator M is high. For dimension six four fermion operators from Eq. 15, the lifetime
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is approximately 1026 s for 10 GeV DM and M = 1014 GeV. When the DM decays, photons
may be radiated off the final state particles. It is also possible that DM may scatter off of
charged cosmic rays and give rise to energetic photons [208], though the cross-sections need
to be very large to produce a detectable signal.
ADM may also leave imprints in charged cosmic rays. For example, it has been suggested
[209–211], that ADM decays could give rise to the charge asymmetry observed by PAMELA,
Fermi, and AMS-02, through the asymmetric decays such as X → χ−µ+ or X → H−`+ with
H− → τ−ν¯. Asymmetric decays through the higher dimension operator LLEc were also
considered in [212]. Self-interacting ADM may emit force carriers in scattering processes
[213], which subsequently decay, producing charged particles and photons, or creating a
“dark disk” [214, 215].
Lastly, high energy neutrinos could be a signal for ADM, and [216] showed that the
scale of dimension six ADM operators (fermionic forms of the operators in Eq. 15), could
be bounded to be M >∼ 1012 − 1013 GeV, which is modestly weaker than the bounds from
photons.
C. Direct Detection
The ADM mechanism itself, through the operators Eq. 15, need not provide a direct
detection (DD) signal, though in some cases, depending on the UV completion, it will. For
example, the operator Xucdcdc has, as one possible UV completion, interactions of the form
λXXu
cU + λUU
cdcdc +mUUU
c. The heavy particle U may mediate t-channel scattering off
of nucleons, though the scattering cross-section is generically very small, even if the state is
near the weak scale [9]:
σn,X ' λ
4
Xµ
2
n
pim4U
[
2
3
Z2 + 1
3
(A− Z)2]
[Z2 + (A− Z)2]
' 5× 10−45 cm2
(
λ2X/mU
100 TeV
)2(
1 TeV
mU
)2
, (74)
where µn is the DM-nucleon reduced mass, we have taken A = 28, Z = 14, mX = 10 GeV,
and we have inserted meson oscillation constraints on λ2/mU of around 100 TeV.
Models with dark forces, as discussed in Sec. V, may also provide a direct detection
mediator. In these models, the dark force often mixes with hypercharge through a term
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F ′µνF
µν . This mixing both sets the mass scale of the DM, as in Sec. V, and provides a
connection to the visible sector for direct detection. The scattering cross-section via kinetic
mixing off the proton is
σp,X =
4
pi
g2Y g
2
Xc
4
W 
2µ2n
m4γd
(75)
' 4× 10−41 cm2
( gX
0.1
)2 ( 
10−3
)2(10 GeV
mγd
)4
,
where gX is the U(1)X gauge coupling, µn is the DM-nucleon reduced mass, and mγd is the
mass of the dark photon. This is naturally in the same range observed by DAMA [217],
CoGeNT [139–141] and CDMS [138]. This was utilized in several models for these signals
[123, 131, 218].
The interest in ADM has been partly driven by the hints for DM from these experiments,
which prefer a DM mass in the 7-10 GeV window and a scattering cross-section around
10−40 − 10−41 cm2. The apparent tension between the possible signals and the null results
from other experiments, notably XENON10 [219] and XENON100 [220], has driven efforts
to reduce the tension by scattering through operators with non-standard momentum depen-
dence [221, 222], or by tuning away the coupling to xenon by isospin violation [223, 224].
In general, ADM has been cited as motivation for a wide range of studies on the CoGeNT,
DAMA and CDMS signals [225–229]. The class of mirror DM models has also been utilized
as an explanation, e.g. [230–233].
A further explicit connection may be made between the force carrier to which the
DM annihilates, Eq. 44, to remove its symmetric relic abundance, and scattering through
this same force carrier [116]. Sufficient annihilation fixes a lower bound on the coupling,
αX ≡ g2X/(4pi) >∼ 5.2× 10−5(mX/ GeV), between the force mediator and the DM. The total
scattering cross-section depends on the product of αX with the coupling to nucleons, gn:
σn,X = 4αXg
2
n
µ2n
m4φ
. (76)
A lower bound on gn can obtained by requiring thermal equilibrium at some point in the
early universe between the visible and hidden sectors. One finds that this leads to a lower
bound on the scattering cross-section [116]
σn,X >∼ 10−48 cm2
( mX
GeV
)4(GeV
mφ
)6 ( µn
0.5 GeV
)2
. (77)
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Thus direct detection experiments could rule out an ADM sector thermalized with the visible
sector through a light hidden gauge boson.
IX. COLLIDER SIGNATURES AND CONSTRAINTS
A. Monojets and Extended Supersymmetric Cascade Decays
ADM leads to a potentially rich array of DM signals at high energy colliders. Though the
DM mass lies well below the weak scale, it may be difficult to produce the DM at the collider
because it may be weakly coupled to the SM, as depicted in Fig. 2, which takes its structure
from “Hidden Valley” models [40, 234]. The x-axis schematically represents inaccessibility
and the y-axis represents energy. The SM is highly accessible and its ground state resides at
low energy. The ADM sector also has a ground state particle that resides at low energy, but
as is evident from the difficulty of directly detecting the DM sector, it is highly inaccessible
to us. Between the SM and DM sector is a barrier. This barrier may either be massive
states (mass at the electroweak scale or above) that couple to both the SM and to the ADM
sector, or light states that couple weakly to the SM sector so that they escape constraints
from lower energy machines. Once passing over the barrier into the DM sector, an immense
amount of structure may be present. We already discussed in Sec. V the importance of dark
forces, and the potential need for a dark Higgs mechanism to give mass to the DM and set
the scale for the DM sector, and we discussed the impacts on structure formation. Here we
elaborate on some of the implications of this picture for collider searches.
Perhaps the simplest direct way to constrain DM at a collider is through initial state
radiation plus missing energy [235, 236], where the missing energy (MET) signifies DM
production. Monojet plus MET [121, 237–240] searches have become a powerful tool in the
search for DM. It is important to recognize the limit of the effectiveness of these searches,
however. Their constraints become very weak if the mediator of the scattering is lighter than
the weak scale, as shown explicitly in [241]. Thus direct detection and monojet searches are
complementary probes of DM.
ADM may also be made supersymmetric, as an extension of the MSSM. In this case,
the lightest particle in the MSSM, the lightest ordinary supersymmetric particle (LOSP),
is unstable to decay into the ADM sector. In the simplest ADM models, this means direct
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decay into the DM particle plus additional SM particles. For example, in one of the models of
[18], reviewed in Sec. II B, the operator W = X2LH/M had two DM particles, one stabilized
by R-parity and one stabilized by the additional Z2. Supposing that the neutralino is the
LOSP, the LOSP decays to ν¯X˜X˜, and the lifetime of this process is approximately [18],
cτ(χ0 → ν¯X˜X˜) ∼ cm
(
M
108 GeV
)2 ( mχ0
100 GeV
)−3
, (78)
which may be collider stable or displaced. The X scalars subsequently decay via X˜ → X¯ν.
This decay is entirely visible, so that the true nature of the DM may be mistaken for a
neutralino.
On the other hand, the LOSP may have a different nature, or the operator transferring
the asymmetry may be different, giving rise to visible decays. For example, in the X2LH
interaction, a τ˜ LOSP would decay to τ˜R → τνX¯X¯ via a virtual neutralino with a lifetime
cτ(τ˜R → τνX¯X¯) ∼ mm
(
M
106 GeV
)2 ( m
200 GeV
)6 ( mτ˜
100 GeV
)−7
, (79)
where a common mass scale m ∼ mν˜ ∼ mχ0 is assumed.
Replacing the LH transfer interaction with ucdcdc gives rise to generically collider dis-
placed vertices. For example the neutralino decay through ucdcdc gives rise to an approximate
lifetime
cτ(χ0 → qqqX˜X˜) ∼ 0.3 mm
(
M
TeV
)4 ( m
500 GeV
)4 ( mχ0
100 GeV
)−9
. (80)
R-parity alone may be used to stabilize the DM. In this case XOMSSM (e.g. W =
Xucdcdc/M) may instead be the transfer operator. In this case, decay is to a single scalar
X˜, through the diagrams in Fig. 12. The left-hand diagram dominates when the LOSP is
one of the fields in the OSM operator, while the right-hand diagram will dominate when the
LOSP is a gaugino.
As the LOSP decays into the DM, the extended supersymmetric cascade decay chains
imply a higher multiplicity of visible final state particles than for the same MSSM spectrum.
At the same time, missing energy is reduced, in a similar way as models of R-parity violating,
though in ADM, at least one light DM particle results at the bottom of the chain. Thus,
signatures for these models are in between the usual MSSM signatures with jets, leptons
and missing energy, and RPV signatures, where the LOSP decays to jets and leptons plus
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Figure 12: Diagrams for the decay of the lightest ordinary supersymmetric particle (LOSP) to the
scalar X˜ and two SM fermions, if the LOSP is a squark (left) or neutralino (right).
no missing energy. The collider constraints on MSSM superpartners in ADM models have
been shown to be weaker than with no ADM sector [242]. New searches for supersymmetry
should be implemented at the LHC to maximize sensitivity.
B. Flavor Constraints
For models of ADM mediated through the higher dimension operators reviewed in
Sec. II B, there may be important implications for flavor physics, depending on the scale, M ,
of the UV completion of the operators. As we saw in Eqs. 78-80, the scale M also correlates
with whether the LOSP has prompt decays at the LHC. If the scale is too high, the LOSP
will be collider stable, even if it is not the DM. We examine for a moment OB−L = q`dc.
The UV completion of this operator may include terms such as the following:
WD = λ
i
XDXd
c
iD + λijDDcqi`j +MDDDc, (81)
where i, j are flavor indices, and D is a new heavy state being integrated out to generate
the operator in Eq. 15. Depending on the flavor structure of λiXD and λ
ij
D, this can give
rise to meson mixing, b → s`+`−, µ → eγ, µ− → e−e+e−, µ − e conversion. In the absence
of a flavor structure, these constraints typically can place a limit on MD/λ
2, where λ2 is a
diagram dependent combination of λiXD and λ
ij
D. The constraints remain to be explored in
detail in the literature.
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X. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In the last several years, Asymmetric Dark Matter has become a flourishing subfield of
DM research. This is driven in part by a purely theoretical motivation to explore well-
motivated models outside the standard WIMP parameter space, and in part by anomalies
in Direct and Indirect Detection. In Secs. II and III, we focused on outlining the general
mechanisms for transferring or generating an asymmetry in the DM sector, and only relied
on specific models for illustrating features of these mechanisms. As we saw in Sec. IV and
V, ADM models in many cases also go hand in hand with hidden sector DM models, where
additional structure, in the form of dark gauge and global symmetries, give rise to a wide
range of impacts on DM dynamics.
One of the most important implications of ADM is phenomenological, since theories of
DM inform the types of experiments that will be designed and utilized for hunting DM.
Neutron stars, brown dwarves and the Sun constrain properties of ADM, as we reviewed
in Sec. VII, but only when the ADM is either a scalar or has a very large scattering cross-
section with nucleons. In addition, the primordial effects of a cosmological asymmetry in
the DM symmetry can be washed away through DM-anti-DM oscillations at late times, as
we reviewed in Sec. VI. Thus signals in indirect detection may be restored. Lastly, the
signals from the CoGeNT and CDMS experiments in the 7-10 GeV mass window increase
the interest in ADM theories, where the scattering rate observed is predicted by scattering
through a light dark force, as in Sec. VIII. On the other hand, ADM models do not necessarily
predict a scattering cross-section that is observable in direct detection experiments. Lastly,
the presence of ADM as part of supersymmetric models changes collider searches for these
states.
ADM has many possible implications for signatures in a wide range of experiments from
direct and indirect detection to the LHC. Once DM is discovered, it is just the beginning
of the path to uncovering the potentially rich story of the nature of the dark side of the
universe. Many of the tools of this review will be crucial along that path.
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Appendix A: Distribution of baryon, lepton and dark matter asymmetries
A classic calculation, following [31], allows one to accurately compute the relation of the
baryon, lepton and dark matter asymmetries via the transfer operators and the electroweak
sphalerons which distribute B and L in relation to the conserved B − L. The details of the
results depend on the details of the phase transition (e.g. whether the sphalerons decou-
ple before or after the electroweak phase transition), as well as what fields are in thermal
equilibrium when the sphalerons decouple (notably, the top quark). We review the standard
calculation, and give a few results for the new calculation in ADM.
Chemical equilibrium gives rise to relations between the chemical potentials. The equa-
tions for the SM are
µW = µ− + µ0 (W− ↔ φ− + φ0) (A1)
µdL = µuL + µW (W
− ↔ u¯L + dL) (A2)
µiL = µi + µW (W
− ↔ ν¯iL + eiL) (A3)
µuR = µ0 + µuL (φ
0 ↔ u¯L + uR) (A4)
µdR = −µ0 + µW + µuL (φ0 ↔ d¯L + dR) (A5)
µiR = −µ0 + µW + µi (φ0 ↔ eiL + e¯iR), (A6)
where φ is the Higgs boson. In the standard calculation, the sphalerons impose the relation
Ng(µuL + 2µdL) + µ = 0, (A7)
where Ng is the number of SM generations and µ ≡
∑
i=1,Ng
µi. In addition, the total charge
Q = 2Ng(µuL + µuR)−Ng(µdL + µdR)−
∑
i
(µiL + µiR)− 4µW − 2mµ− (A8)
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must be zero at all times, and the SU(2) charge
Q3 =
3Ng
2
(µuL − µdL) +
1
2
∑
i
(µi − µiL)− 4µW −m(µ0 + µ−) (A9)
= −(2Ng +m+ 4)µW
must be zero when SU(2) is unbroken above the electroweak phase transition, where m is
the number of Higgs doublets. This immediately implies µW = 0 above the electroweak
phase transition.11 Below the electroweak phase transition, the condition that Q3 be zero is
replaced by the requirement that µ0 = 0 once the Higgs obtains a vacuum expectation value.
This allows one to write B and L in terms of the conserved quantity B − L.
Now this calculation is modified in various ways depending on the nature of the ADM
sector, and the presence of a messenger sector near the electroweak scale. We discuss these
modifications here, assuming the DM is charged under a new global symmetry U(1)X . First,
if states charged under U(1)X are also charged under SU(2), then it is no longer B+L that
is violated but rather B + L+NX/NgX, where NX is the number of dark doublets charged
under SU(2), and dark number D is defined by X ≡ µX − µX¯ . Thus the new sphaleron
equation is
Ng(µuL + 2µdL) + µ+NXµX = 0. (A10)
Second, if the asymmetry is instead communicated through higher dimension operators,
a new constraint equation of the dark chemical potential is enforced. For example, through
the Xucdcdc model, the relation is
µX − µuR − 2µdR = 0, (A11)
if only fermions are involved in the interaction. Supersymmetric interactions enforce relations
of the type
µtX − µtuR − 2µdR = 0, (A12)
where a superscript t denotes tilde and indicates the (scalar) superpartner.
11 The non-zero chemical potential of the Higgses may be transferred to Higgsinos in supersymmetric models,
allowing for asymmetric Higgsino DM [243]. This asymmetry is typically too small, however, to account
for the observed DM density.
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Superpartners will also contribute to the total B, L or D number if they are in thermal
equilibrium at the temperature at which one is evaluating the relations between the chemical
potentials. Note however that a superpartner has twice as many degrees of freedom in the
equation. For example, with all particles (including the top) and super partners in thermal
equilibrium, we have for the total baryon number
B = Ng(µuL + 2µ
t
uL
) +Ng(µuR + 2µ
t
uR
) +Ng(µdL + 2µ
t
dL
) +Ng(µdR + 2µ
t
dR
). (A13)
Similar relations can be written for L and D.
Lastly, as particles drop out of thermal equilibrium, they no longer contribute to B, L or
D, though the chemical equilibrium Eqs. A6, A11 and sphaleron Eqs. A7, A10 remain the
same. For example, at temperatures below the top mass, the baryon number is
B = (Ng − 1)µuL + (Ng − 1)µuR +NgµdL +NgµdR . (A14)
The equations for Q, Q3 (Eqs. A8, A10), B and D are also accordingly modified as particles
carrying these charges become exponentially suppressed in number density.
These relations can be utilized rather generically to extract a relation between the DM
and proton mass, on a case by case basis, though we gave two examples in Sec. II A. In
some cases the prediction for the DM mass may be very constrained simply by the conserved
quantum numbers of the system [244].
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